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From poetryj01 at peoplepc.com Fri Feb 1 01:32:51 2008
From: poetryj01 at peoplepc.com (Jim)
Date: Fri Feb 1 01:34:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
References: <832457.28235.qm@web51405.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <005701c8649c$772fdb80$33a65804@jimscomputer>
Greetings,Are you based in Middle America, or have prepared topics that specialize
in Mid-America? Do you speak professionally? If so, we wanted to touch base with
you about the possibility of joining Mid-America Speakers http://www.midamericaspeakers.com. If we can provide more information, please let
us know. We'd love to have you become a member. As the site grows, we feel it will
become more utilized. Need a speaker in Mid-America? Visit the site above - it
exists to connect speakers with audiences.Regardless of your decision, feel free to
pass the information about Mid-America Speakers on to friends and co-workers.
Please let us know if there is anything we can do for you.Thanks,Carrie CookMidAmerica Speakers &The Gregath Publishing Company
Printer, Publisher and Bookseller
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*Thank you... Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Carrie Cook
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 12:26 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one."-Robert E. Lee
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080201/133a2632/
attachment.html
From bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu Fri Feb 1 03:13:14 2008
From: bhill at calmail.berkeley.edu (Barbara Hill)
Date: Fri Feb 1 03:13:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
In-Reply-To: <978133.38425.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
References: <978133.38425.qm@web84106.mail.mud.yahoo.com>

Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080131234042.02556158@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Sorry for the tardy reply, but here goes.
Is there any chance your library can trust you with an institutional
credit card? The reason I ask is that I use Amazon.com and the
online version of Barnes & Noble to obtain quite a few genealogy and
local history books for our library. I only order what is in stock,
but you'd be amazed to discover the wide variety of titles they both
carry, even from very small presses, and sometimes there is even a
nice little discount. Also, shipping from Amazon is free if your
order total exceeds some small amount - less than $30 if I recall.
A couple of examples of what I've been able to get: Amazon.com had
one of the two volumes of Hawaiian Genealogies in stock even though
it is out of stock indefinitely with the publisher/distributor
(University of Hawaii Press). (Barnes & Noble had it in stock
too.) And I was able to get a volume of vital records indexed from
El Paso newspapers which is now out of print, and later finished the
set with an order directly to the El Paso Genealogical
Society. Amazon sometimes even has Canadian titles in stock - how
convenient! What I would not expect to find available from either
online store is specific family genealogies, but our budget is so
tiny that we seldom purchase those anyway, relying on donated copies instead.
Next time you have a batch of titles ready to order, check them on
Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble just for fun. You might be impressed.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society
P.S.

I never use BIP, haven't in years, and don't miss it one bit.

At 12:04 PM 1/25/2008, you wrote:
>Hi, gang,
>
>For a small special library with a local history collection and
>a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor
>who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
>titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to
>speak?
>
>Otherwise we make out laborious purchase orders for each title,
>unless we're lucky enough to need more than one title from the
>same publisher. Then we get shipping quotes. I had to go back
>for forth for days with one major publisher because they don't
>offer a shipping rate schedule on their website and their
>customer service representative couldn't even find the title I
>wished to order in their catalogs, even though I found it in
>BIP. Then we fax in the order and maybe their fax machine works
>and maybe it does not...you get the idea.
>
>Shopping for new books should be more pleasant than this!
>
>
>*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
>Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com

>http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
>
>"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city
>living. City living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant
>of other people. It is dependent on a sophisticated population that
>makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can benefit from the
>collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr.
>(1955-2007)
>_______________________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080201/79364d00/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Feb 1 12:48:58 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Feb 1 12:49:03 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Confederate Veteran Magazine free for postage
Message-ID: <47A35B8A.9070701@arlsmail.org>
Please reply directly to Robert Maupin - *not the list if you are
interested.*
Contact Robert Maupin 706 613-3650 Ext. 332
2-6 pm Mon - Friday
email rmaupin@athenslibrary.org to make arrangements
Confederate Veteran
Sept./Oct.

Vol. 64, No. 5
2006

Confederate Veteran
July/August
2006

Vol. 64, No. 4

Confederate Veteran
June
2006

Vol. 64, No. 3

Confederate Veteran
March/April
2006

Vol. 64, No. 2

Confederate Veteran
Jan./Feb.
2006

Vol. 64, No. 1

Confederate Veteran
Nov./Dec.
2005

Vol. 63, No. 5

Confederate Veteran
Sept./Oct.

May/

Vol. 63, No. 4
2005

Confederate Veteran
July/August
2005

Vol. 63, No. 3

Confederate Veteran
Nov./Dec.
2004

Vol. 62, No. 6

Confederate Veteran
July/August
2004

Vol. 62, No. 4

Confederate Veteran
June
2004

Vol. 62, No. 3

May/

or

Confederate Veteran
March/April
2004

Vol. 62, No. 2

Confederate Veteran
Nov./Dec.
2003

Vol. 51, No. 6

Confederate Veteran
Sept./Oct.

Vol. 51, No. 5
2003

Laura

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From ljokel at comcast.net Fri Feb 1 12:50:14 2008
From: ljokel at comcast.net (Lorie Okel)
Date: Fri Feb 1 12:52:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
In-Reply-To: <005701c8649c$772fdb80$33a65804@jimscomputer>
Message-ID: <000501c864fa$e6e77830$6501a8c0@LORIESDELL>
Greetings,
Are you based in Middle America, or have prepared topics that specialize in
Mid-America? Do you speak professionally? If so, we wanted to touch base
with you about the possibility of joining Mid-America Speakers <http://www.midamericaspeakers.com/> http://www.midamericaspeakers.com. If
we can provide more information, please let us know. We'd love to have you
become a member. As the site grows, we feel it will become more utilized.
Need a speaker in Mid-America? Visit the site above - it exists to connect
speakers with audiences.
Regardless of your decision, feel free to pass the information about
Mid-America Speakers on to friends and co-workers. Please let us know if
there is anything we can do for you.
Thanks,
Carrie Cook
Mid-America Speakers &
The Gregath Publishing Company
Printer, Publisher and Bookseller
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
What Did I send you?

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Jim
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 10:33 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
Thank you... Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Carrie <mailto:carriescorner@yahoo.com> Cook
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 12:26 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com

"Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one."-Robert E. Lee

_____
Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try
<http://us.rd.yahoo.com/evt=51733/*http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8
HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ> it now.

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080201/71fe82cc/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Feb 1 13:01:49 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Feb 1 13:01:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family Puzzlers Magazine free for postage

Message-ID: <47A35E8D.3060703@arlsmail.org>
Please reply directly to Robert Maupin - *not the list if you are
interested.*
Contact Robert Maupin 706 613-3650 Ext. 332
2-6 pm Mon - Friday
email rmaupin@athenslibrary.org to make arrangements

or

We have the following issues of /Family Puzzlers/ available for the cost
of the postage if you will take the entire lot. It is on a first come first served basis:
no. 1388, May 27, 1995
no. 1398, August 5, 1995 - no. 1418, December 23, 1995
no. 1420, January 6, 1996 - no. 1472, January 4, 1997
no. 1474, January 18, 1997 - no. 1479, February 22, 1997
no. 1481, March 8, 1997 - no. 1510, September 27, 1997
no. 1513, October 18, 1997 - no. 1515, November 1, 1997
no. 1517, November 15, 1997 - no. 1523, December 27, 1997
Thank you.
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Fri Feb 1 16:38:18 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Fri Feb 1 16:38:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] UDC Magazines available free for postage
Message-ID: <47A3914A.5050404@arlsmail.org>
*Please reply directly to Robert Maupin - *not the list if you are
interested.*
Contact Robert Maupin 706 613-3650 Ext. 332
2-6 pm Mon - Friday or
email rmaupin@athenslibrary.org to make arrangements *
We have the following issues of The United Daughters of the Confederacy
Magazine free for postage:

United Daughters of the Confederacy Magazine
Volume LI,

No. 3,

March

1988

Volume LI,

No. 4,

April

Volume LI,

No. 5,

May

Volume LI,

No. 6,

June

Volume LI,

No. 7,

July

Volume LI,

No. 9,

September

1988
1988
1988
1988
1988

Volume LIV,

No. 1,

January 1991

Volume LIV,

No. 6,

June/July

1991

Volume LIV,

No. 7,

August

1991

Volume LIV,

No. 8,

September

Volume LIV,

No. 9,

October

Volume LIV,

No.10, November

1991

Volume LIV,

No.11, December

1991

Volume LV,

No. 1,

January 1992

Volume LV,

No. 3,

March

Volume LV,

No. 4,

April

Volume LVI,

No.11, December

1991
1991

1992
1992
1993

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From howard_bybee at byu.edu Fri Feb 1 17:10:08 2008
From: howard_bybee at byu.edu (Howard Bybee)
Date: Fri Feb 1 17:10:19 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Remote film access
In-Reply-To: <20080201170135.635C4D0A61@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080201170135.635C4D0A61@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C3D2B115D2ABD44BA7E21F95EC413A23207B8B9BB1@tiller.exch.ad.byu.edu>
Remote film access may work well for an organization with central repository and
branch offices and very controlled usage by staff for limited reference work.
Scheduling public user access, staff oversight, film circulation, copyright, end-

user training, and a host of other issues may (will) not work very well in a public
service environment. Digitization and direct internet access is the solution, and,
of course, indexing the images. Does this sound like the FamilySearch microfilm
digitization and indexing project, underway already? We actually experimented with
remote film access but found the solution not ready for prime time. It works but it
is cumbersome.
Howard C. Bybee
Family History Librarian
2246 HBLL
Harold B. Lee Library
Brigham Young University
Provo, Utah 84602
801-422-7661
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 10:02 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 1
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Middle America Speakers (Carrie Cook)
remote access to microfilm (Larry Naukam)
Re: remote access to microfilm (lapiubella1)
RE: remote access to microfilm (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Re: Literature Review Assistance (Nancy Ward)
RE: remote access to microfilm (Rhonda Konig)
Thanks to all re distributors (Cynthia Van Ness)
Re: Middle America Speakers (Jim)
Re: Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation (Barbara Hill)

---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 10:26:34 -0800 (PST)
From: Carrie Cook <carriescorner@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Message-ID: <832457.28235.qm@web51405.mail.re2.yahoo.com>

Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Greetings,
Are you based in Middle America, or have prepared topics that specialize in
America? Do you speak professionally? If so, we wanted to touch base with you
the possibility of joining Mid-America Speakers http://www.midamericaspeakers.com. If we can provide more information, please
us know. We'd love to have you become a member. As the site grows, we feel it
become more utilized.

Midabout
let
will

Need a speaker in Mid-America? Visit the site above - it exists to connect
speakers with audiences.
Regardless of your decision, feel free to pass the information about Mid-America
Speakers on to friends and co-workers. Please let us know if there is anything we
can do for you.
Thanks,
Carrie Cook
Mid-America Speakers &
The Gregath Publishing Company
Printer, Publisher and Bookseller
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/2021203d/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 16:59:00 -0500
From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f301c86454$7c47f460$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Content-Type: text/plain;
charset="us-ascii"
I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot ever
fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the normal
influx of patrons.

Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who control
our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the library
is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available during
certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having to
staff them.
So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.

-----------------------------Message: 3
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 17:18:57 -0500
From: "lapiubella1" <lapiu.bella1@verizon.net>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <000a01c86457$474e3820$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed; charset=iso-8859-1;
reply-type=original
I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not "in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who control
our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the library
is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
during
certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having to
staff them.
So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 4
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 16:41:49 -0600
From: "Brannan, Joyce A." <jbrannan@uwa.edu>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E080B8@phosphorus>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
These machines would, obviously, have to be connected to a computer.
Wouldn't it make more sense to digitize films, by request or as time
allows, and then charge accordingly? We purchased a reader that can be
connected to a computer. We use student workers to scan the films into
a computer database as needed. They do take up a lot of server space,
but the images don't have to stay there. They can be loaded onto a CD
and put back on the server as needed.
I could see fragile film breaking on an automatic machine if someone is
actually controlling it remotely. Or any film on any machine for that
matter. The automatic machine is automatically making the computer
digital images, so why not just save them? Then we would have one
digital copy for patron use and store our precious original microfilms.
Makes sense to me.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of lapiubella1
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm

I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have
reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify
the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We
could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed
to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and
therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of
revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the
hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free
access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not
"in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot
ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
>
> And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
> distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who
control
> our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the
library
> is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
> during
> certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
> Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having
to
> staff them.
>
> So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
>

>
>
>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 5
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 18:08:51 -0500
From: Nancy Ward <nward2@twcny.rr.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Literature Review Assistance
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <9EFDC483-69B1-43EE-A687-BD8D4AF83200@twcny.rr.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I wanted to send out a big thank-you to all who have helped me with
this. I now have a lot of leads and ideas for the project.
Nancy

Begin forwarded message:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

From: Nancy Ward <nward2@twcny.rr.com>
Date: January 28, 2008 4:54:38 PM EST
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: Literature Review Assistance
As a (hopefully!) future genealogy librarian, I am hoping that some
of the more experienced librarians on this list might be able to
help me get started on a project.
I need to do a literature review for a MLS class at Syracuse
University. The topic I would like to concentrate on is determining
what patrons are looking for in genealogical resources and research
assistance. However, I am not having any luck finding any articles
on this topic.
Using various periodical databases, I have been searching with
various combinations of genealogy/genealogical, research,
assistance, help, resource(s). I have yet to find any articles that
address this issue, whether genealogical based or general reference
resource based. Would you be able to provide me with any ideas on
what terms would be able to bring up these articles (assuming any
even exist!) or where I might look beyond the general databases the
university offers and PERSI.
thank you for any assistance,

> Nancy Ward
> Syracuse University
> nward2@twcny.rr.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080131/629dbf69/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 6
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 18:16:56 -0500
From: "Rhonda Konig" <Rhonda.Konig@waynegov.com>
Subject: RE: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<19DEA96AE062D043A40CEA1D8A31727B0339EB56@MSDTC-RESOURCE.waynegov.local>
Content-Type: text/plain;

charset="us-ascii"

Thanks for all of your input. It has been very helpful and we'll take
it into consideration while we make our decision to purchase the
software, as well as in our policy development if we buy it.
Our local genealogical society is interested in this capability and they
are our major source of funding for the machine. We do charge for
prints at our library, but it doesn't bring in much revenue, so we don't
plan on charging for the service. We are considering digitizing our
local newspaper as well as other high demand items. Right now we don't
have any original microfilm, so that won't be a risk. We'll definitely
have to ask the vendor if there is some kind of safe guard for breakage
or run off.
Right now we have a very generous research policy. For example, we do
look-ups for patrons if they know the date of death within a month of
the occurrence and we will copy lengthy items, such as estate papers,
for patrons for a fee. We're hoping this machine will help save staff
time and provide better and quicker customer service for these types of
requests. We're also excited about the possibility of reaching
homebound patrons with the remote access.
Again, thank you so much for your thoughts.
Rhonda
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Brannan,
Joyce A.
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 5:42 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
These machines would, obviously, have to be connected to a computer.
Wouldn't it make more sense to digitize films, by request or as time
allows, and then charge accordingly? We purchased a reader that can be
connected to a computer. We use student workers to scan the films into

a computer database as needed. They do take up a lot of server space,
but the images don't have to stay there. They can be loaded onto a CD
and put back on the server as needed.
I could see fragile film breaking on an automatic machine if someone is
actually controlling it remotely. Or any film on any machine for that
matter. The automatic machine is automatically making the computer
digital images, so why not just save them? Then we would have one
digital copy for patron use and store our precious original microfilms.
Makes sense to me.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of lapiubella1
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:19 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm
I agree the remote access feature is interesting. I also have
reservations
as to how it would work in the "real world". I work at a small community
library which has currently only two microfilm machines. We can justify
the
presence of these two by tracking the usage by our onsite patrons. We
could
not afford more machines, both in cost or the footprint of space needed
to
keep them. But even in a large library, with many machines, and
therefore
the patrons to justify them, why would you "tie up" one for someone at a
remote location? Also, in our library, our machines are a source of
revenue
to us, as we charge for any prints done from them. Does your library
envision some sort of revenue from offering this service? How, by the
hour,
and by credit card? Of course thats a moot point if you offer free
access to
your patrons.
On the "little levity" side of it...won't it look spooky to a patron not
"in
the know" to see the machine buzzing forward and reverse as the remote
patron views his images? You could have some fun with that!!! Then what
happens when the remote patron accidentally runs off the end of the
reel?Bella
----- Original Message ----From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 4:59 PM
Subject: [Genealib] remote access to microfilm

>I looked at the web page, and the concept is neat. However, I cannot
ever
> fathom having enough staff and time to do that as well as handle the
> normal
> influx of patrons.
>
> Just because it is possible to do something doesn't mean you should.
>
> And practical politics means that local users come first, rather than
> distant ones. Locals come first in the eyes of the politicians who
control
> our budget. E.g. - what if any user wants to do research after the
library
> is closed? It must be promulgated that the service is only available
> during
> certain hours, which, in a way, is obvious - but we make our indexes,
> Heritage Quest, city directories etc available 7-24-365 without having
to
> staff them.
>
> So I guess that I am underwhelmed by the opportunity to do this.
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------Message: 7
Date: Thu, 31 Jan 2008 18:06:53 -0800 (PST)
From: Cynthia Van Ness <bettybarcode@yahoo.com>
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks to all re distributors
To: genealib <genealib@lists.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <825196.81971.qm@web84112.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset=iso-8859-1
Hi list,
Thanks to all who responded re distributors of local history &
genealogy titles. Long story short, there is no Brodart or
Ingram for us but I did get some links for larger booksellers to
add to my collection.

*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city living. City living by
its definition is crowded. It is tolerant of other people. It is dependent on a
sophisticated population that makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can
benefit from the collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis,
Jr. (1955-2007)
-----------------------------Message: 8
Date: Fri, 1 Feb 2008 00:32:51 -0600
From: "Jim" <poetryj01@peoplepc.com>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <005701c8649c$772fdb80$33a65804@jimscomputer>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
Greetings,Are you based in Middle America, or have prepared topics that specialize
in Mid-America? Do you speak professionally? If so, we wanted to touch base with
you about the possibility of joining Mid-America Speakers http://www.midamericaspeakers.com. If we can provide more information, please let
us know. We'd love to have you become a member. As the site grows, we feel it will
become more utilized. Need a speaker in Mid-America? Visit the site above - it
exists to connect speakers with audiences.Regardless of your decision, feel free to
pass the information about Mid-America Speakers on to friends and co-workers.
Please let us know if there is anything we can do for you.Thanks,Carrie CookMidAmerica Speakers &The Gregath Publishing Company
Printer, Publisher and Bookseller
918-542-4148
*No Attachments, Please*Thank you... Jim
----- Original Message ----From: Carrie Cook
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Thursday, January 31, 2008 12:26 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Middle America Speakers

Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
"Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one."-Robert E. Lee
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Be a better friend, newshound, and know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080201/133a2632/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------Message: 9
Date: Fri, 01 Feb 2008 00:13:14 -0800
From: Barbara Hill <bhill@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Seeking distributor/vendor recommendation
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080131234042.02556158@calmail.berkeley.edu>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
Sorry for the tardy reply, but here goes.
Is there any chance your library can trust you with an institutional
credit card? The reason I ask is that I use Amazon.com and the
online version of Barnes & Noble to obtain quite a few genealogy and
local history books for our library. I only order what is in stock,
but you'd be amazed to discover the wide variety of titles they both
carry, even from very small presses, and sometimes there is even a
nice little discount. Also, shipping from Amazon is free if your
order total exceeds some small amount - less than $30 if I recall.
A couple of examples of what I've been able to get: Amazon.com had
one of the two volumes of Hawaiian Genealogies in stock even though
it is out of stock indefinitely with the publisher/distributor
(University of Hawaii Press). (Barnes & Noble had it in stock
too.) And I was able to get a volume of vital records indexed from
El Paso newspapers which is now out of print, and later finished the
set with an order directly to the El Paso Genealogical
Society. Amazon sometimes even has Canadian titles in stock - how
convenient! What I would not expect to find available from either
online store is specific family genealogies, but our budget is so
tiny that we seldom purchase those anyway, relying on donated copies instead.
Next time you have a batch of titles ready to order, check them on
Amazon.com and Barnes & Noble just for fun. You might be impressed.
Barbara Hill
Library Committee
California Genealogical Society
P.S.

I never use BIP, haven't in years, and don't miss it one bit.

At 12:04 PM 1/25/2008, you wrote:
>Hi, gang,
>
>For a small special library with a local history collection and
>a tiny budget, can any of you suggest a distributor or vendor
>who is likely to carry small press, genealogy, and local history
>titles from multiple publishers? One stop shopping, so to

>speak?
>
>Otherwise we make out laborious purchase orders for each title,
>unless we're lucky enough to need more than one title from the
>same publisher. Then we get shipping quotes. I had to go back
>for forth for days with one major publisher because they don't
>offer a shipping rate schedule on their website and their
>customer service representative couldn't even find the title I
>wished to order in their catalogs, even though I found it in
>BIP. Then we fax in the order and maybe their fax machine works
>and maybe it does not...you get the idea.
>
>Shopping for new books should be more pleasant than this!
>
>
>*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:*'``'*:-.,_,.-:**:-.,_,.-*
>Cynthia Van Ness, MLS, bettybarcode AT yahoo DOT com
>http://www.BuffaloResearch.com
>
>"Everyone claims to want a city, but no one here wants city
>living. City living by its definition is crowded. It is tolerant
>of other people. It is dependent on a sophisticated population that
>makes a hundred compromises daily so that they can benefit from the
>collective energy that a city generates."
--Robert N. Davis, Jr.
>(1955-2007)
>_______________________________________________
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080201/79364d00/
attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 1
***************************************
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Sat Feb 2 12:11:12 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Sat Feb 2 12:13:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] remote access
In-Reply-To: <20080202170015.DA8CFD0A79@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080202170015.DA8CFD0A79@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <015701c865be$9c6f4a70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Howard Bybee, you are a genius at saying the truth.
From cmochocki at ccpl.lib.fl.us Sat Feb 2 12:35:01 2008
From: cmochocki at ccpl.lib.fl.us (Chris Mochocki)
Date: Sat Feb 2 12:38:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Message-ID: <42F4D8034BDB03458AC353886FC11F7401C2C6@ccpl02.ccpl.lib.fl.us>

Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron
doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080202/
c3f358e6/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Sat Feb 2 16:43:16 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Sat Feb 2 16:45:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: free to good home
In-Reply-To: <E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014EC987@rplexch1.rpl.org>
References: <20080119170014.72A85D0992@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
<E9E047C4D130D74FAA71ECCB48EC474D014EC987@rplexch1.rpl.org>
Message-ID: <017d01c865e4$9e6335f0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
1. Picture of Niagara Falls, NY , sepia tone, utterly unidentified !
2. Beach family magazine, pub in Casper Wyoming, ca 1926 & 1927.
Vol 1 no 4 - Vol 2 no 4. A quarterly
3. The Water Cure Journal, NY NY 1851-1852 deals with Hydropathy. Hard
bound.

From ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us Sat Feb 2 22:45:12 2008
From: ernie at wcplib.lib.oh.us (Ernie Thode)
Date: Sat Feb 2 22:45:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Message-ID: <200802022245874.SM08064@[10.0.1.5]>
Skipped content of type multipart/alternative
From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Sun Feb 3 18:24:18 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Sun Feb 3 18:30:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
References: <200802022245874.SM08064@[10.0.1.5]>
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D3632@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Mid-Continent Library will loan microfilm in the state of Missouri only. We always
go through a library's interlibrary loan department. We will not loan directly if
a patron calls.

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ernie Thode
Sent: Sat 2/2/2008 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
It sounds like you are describing the Mid-Continent Public Library, which does
InterLibraryLoan genealogy books; I am not so sure about microfilm, having never
used it.
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/heartland.htm
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Chris Mochocki" <cmochocki@ccpl.lib.fl.us>
Sent 2/2/2008 12:35:01 PM
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron
doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris

Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080203/42b360f1/
attachment.html
From afaulkner4847 at wideopenwest.com Sun Feb 3 19:05:49 2008
From: afaulkner4847 at wideopenwest.com (Ann Faulkner)
Date: Sun Feb 3 19:06:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
References: <200802022245874.SM08064@[10.0.1.5]>
<E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D3632@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <0a3001c866c1$b2eb8580$1178c018@Ann>
Perhaps, it was the American Genealogical Lending Library (AGLL) that the person
was thinking of.
It no longer exists but it would lend microfilm to Libraries or
Individuals who had a membership.
They had all the censuses, most NARA films, as
well as filmed books.
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Schultz
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 5:24 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Microfilm
Mid-Continent Library will loan microfilm in the state of Missouri only. We
always go through a library's interlibrary loan department. We will not loan
directly if a patron calls.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a
visit.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ernie Thode
Sent: Sat 2/2/2008 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm

It sounds like you are describing the Mid-Continent Public Library, which does
InterLibraryLoan genealogy books; I am not so sure about microfilm, having never
used it.
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/heartland.htm
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Chris Mochocki" <cmochocki@ccpl.lib.fl.us>
Sent 2/2/2008 12:35:01 PM
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron
doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080203/3e358562/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Mon Feb 4 09:36:39 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Mon Feb 4 09:38:54 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
References:
<200802022245874.SM08064@[10.0.1.5]><E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D3632@VEX1.mc
pl.loc>
<0a3001c866c1$b2eb8580$1178c018@Ann>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E614B@phosphorus>
Heritage Quest used to have a membership service that would lend films to
individuals as well as libraries. I used them in both capacities.
Joyce Adams Brannan
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ann Faulkner
Sent: Sun 2/3/2008 6:05 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
Perhaps, it was the American Genealogical Lending Library (AGLL) that the person
was thinking of.
It no longer exists but it would lend microfilm to Libraries or
Individuals who had a membership.
They had all the censuses, most NARA films, as
well as filmed books.
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Schultz <mailto:JSchultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
<mailto:genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 5:24 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Microfilm
Mid-Continent Library will loan microfilm in the state of Missouri only.
always go through a library's interlibrary loan department. We will not loan
directly if a patron calls.

We

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a
visit.
________________________________

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ernie Thode
Sent: Sat 2/2/2008 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
It sounds like you are describing the Mid-Continent Public Library, which
does InterLibraryLoan genealogy books; I am not so sure about microfilm, having
never used it.
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/heartland.htm
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Chris Mochocki" <cmochocki@ccpl.lib.fl.us>
Sent 2/2/2008 12:35:01 PM
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron
doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

________________________________

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 7985 bytes
Desc: not available
Url : http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/
a4931fe8/attachment.bin
From cdrake at nebraskahistory.org Mon Feb 4 09:56:01 2008
From: cdrake at nebraskahistory.org (Cindy S. Drake)
Date: Mon Feb 4 09:56:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to your
historical/genealogical library
Message-ID: <00f401c8673e$104b4220$6b14020a@NSHS.Local>
----- Original Message ----From: Cindy S. Drake
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 11:42 AM
Subject: Decrease in onsite visitors to your historical/genealogical library
I believe I have seen this topic mentioned before so I am hoping this group would
be able to help refer me to previous posts or other articles on this topic. Our
director wants us to report on how we will justify funding for staffing in the
future as fewer patrons use our facility onsite. Our patrons expect more of our
material to be made available online, but a lack of funding for staff and
technology is making it difficult to proceed in that direction. What avenues are
historical/genealogical libraries using to justify revenue to maintain staff for
patron services and technical support?
Cindy S. Drake
Library Curator
Statewide Cemetery Registry Coordinator
Nebraska State Historical Society
1500 R Street, P.O. Box 82554
Lincoln, NE 68501-2554
cdrake@nebraskahistory.org
Voice: 402-471-4786
Fax: 402-471-8922
To learn more about the histories we share visit www.nebraskahistory.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/8f4d0b37/
attachment.html

From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Mon Feb 4 10:00:40 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Mon Feb 4 10:00:48 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to your
historical/genealogical library
In-Reply-To: <00f401c8673e$104b4220$6b14020a@NSHS.Local>
References: <00f401c8673e$104b4220$6b14020a@NSHS.Local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802040900.AA00400576@tcpclibrary.org>
We are a public library, but we saw a 23% increase in onsite visits last
year. Does your director perceive that it is decreasing, or do you have
numbers?
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Cindy S. Drake" <cdrake@nebraskahistory.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2008 08:56:01 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to your
historical/genealogical library
----- Original Message ----From: Cindy S. Drake
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 11:42 AM
Subject: Decrease in onsite visitors to your historical/genealogical library
I believe I have seen this topic mentioned before so I am hoping this group
would be able to help refer me to previous posts or other articles on this
topic. Our director wants us to report on how we will justify funding for
staffing in the future as fewer patrons use our facility onsite. Our
patrons expect more of our material to be made available online, but a lack
of funding for staff and technology is making it difficult to proceed in
that direction. What avenues are historical/genealogical libraries using to
justify revenue to maintain staff for patron services and technical support?

Cindy S. Drake
Library Curator
Statewide Cemetery Registry Coordinator
Nebraska State Historical Society
1500 R Street, P.O. Box 82554
Lincoln, NE 68501-2554
cdrake@nebraskahistory.org
Voice: 402-471-4786
Fax: 402-471-8922
To learn more about the histories we share visit www.nebraskahistory.org
-------------- next part --------------

An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/9e34513f/
attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Mon Feb 4 10:41:42 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Mon Feb 4 10:38:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to
yourhistorical/genealogical library
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCB2@mail.wvculture.local>
Please post all replies to the list.
of us.

This is of vital interest to many

We are faced with the same situation, having had our Archives and
History Library Reading Room (public space of the State Archives) deemed
"underutilized." How do we explain that although the number of warm
bodies entering the room are fewer, the staff still has more than enough
significant work to do?
I am hoping most libraries can hold the line on their budgets and staff
levels for at least another year. There are indications that
genealogists who have used only the Internet up to now are finally
discovering the value of primary records and expert advice. Plus, as
you stated, digitizing and indexing records and putting them online
requires not only staff, but funds for hardware, software and other
equipment.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Cindy S.
Drake
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 9:56 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to
yourhistorical/genealogical library
----- Original Message ----From: Cindy S. Drake <mailto:cdrake@nebraskahistory.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 11:42 AM
Subject: Decrease in onsite visitors to your
historical/genealogical library
I believe I have seen this topic mentioned before so I
am hoping this group would be able to help refer me to previous posts or

other articles on this topic. Our director wants us to report on how we
will justify funding for staffing in the future as fewer patrons use our
facility onsite. Our patrons expect more of our material to be made
available online, but a lack of funding for staff and technology is
making it difficult to proceed in that direction. What avenues are
historical/genealogical libraries using to justify revenue to maintain
staff for patron services and technical support?
Cindy S. Drake
Library Curator
Statewide Cemetery Registry Coordinator
Nebraska State Historical Society
1500 R Street, P.O. Box 82554
Lincoln, NE 68501-2554
cdrake@nebraskahistory.org
Voice: 402-471-4786
Fax: 402-471-8922
To learn more about the histories we share visit
www.nebraskahistory.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/
d16d8478/attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Feb 4 10:53:45 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Feb 4 10:55:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] recently offered items
In-Reply-To: <20080203170013.CFF98D095E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080203170013.CFF98D095E@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <01d701c86746$1fd566f0$fa01060a@rpl.org>
All the items we have recent offered have been spoken for.
Larry
From cdrake at nebraskahistory.org Mon Feb 4 14:09:23 2008
From: cdrake at nebraskahistory.org (Cindy S. Drake)
Date: Mon Feb 4 14:09:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors...response
References: <20080204170107.8493AD0A06@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <017c01c86761$7538bb40$6b14020a@NSHS.Local>
Larry: Yes, we do have the figures to show there was a decrease. I hope we
can prove that some of this had to do with the higher price of gas and other
economic conditions in the last year. We do know that there has been a
decrease in the use of Nebraska census records because of their availability
online.
Cindy S. Drake
Library Curator
Statewide Cemetery Registry Coordinator
Nebraska State Historical Society
1500 R Street, P.O. Box 82554
Lincoln, NE 68501-2554
cdrake@nebraskahistory.org
Voice: 402-471-4786
Fax: 402-471-8922

To learn more about the histories we share visit www.nebraskahistory.org
> ----------------------------->
> Message: 5
> Date: Mon, 04 Feb 2008 09:00:40 -0600
> From: "Larry Oathout" <loathout@tcpclibrary.org>
> Subject: Re: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to your
> historical/genealogical library
> To: "Cindy S. Drake" <cdrake@nebraskahistory.org>, "Librarians Serving
> Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802040900.AA00400576@tcpclibrary.org>
> Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
>
> We are a public library, but we saw a 23% increase in onsite visits last
> year. Does your director perceive that it is decreasing, or do you have
> numbers?
>
> Larry Oathout
> Director
> Tell City-Perry County Library
> Tell City, IN 47586
> 812-547-2661
> (Fax) 547-3038
> www.tcpclibrary.org
>
>
> -----Original Message----> From: "Cindy S. Drake" <cdrake@nebraskahistory.org>
> To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
> Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2008 08:56:01 -0600
> Subject: [Genealib] Decrease in onsite visitors to your
> historical/genealogical library
>
>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Cindy S. Drake
> To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> Sent: Friday, February 01, 2008 11:42 AM
> Subject: Decrease in onsite visitors to your historical/genealogical
library
>
>
> I believe I have seen this topic mentioned before so I am hoping this
group
> would be able to help refer me to previous posts or other articles on this
> topic. Our director wants us to report on how we will justify funding for
> staffing in the future as fewer patrons use our facility onsite. Our
> patrons expect more of our material to be made available online, but a
lack
> of funding for staff and technology is making it difficult to proceed in
> that direction. What avenues are historical/genealogical libraries using
to
> justify revenue to maintain staff for patron services and technical
support?
>
>
>
> Cindy S. Drake
> Library Curator

> Statewide Cemetery Registry Coordinator
> Nebraska State Historical Society
> 1500 R Street, P.O. Box 82554
> Lincoln, NE 68501-2554
> cdrake@nebraskahistory.org
> Voice: 402-471-4786
> Fax: 402-471-8922
> To learn more about the histories we share visit www.nebraskahistory.org
> -------------- next part -------------> An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
> URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/9e34513f/
attachment-0001.html
>
> ----------------------------->
From tbeaird at plainfield.lib.il.us Mon Feb 4 19:15:23 2008
From: tbeaird at plainfield.lib.il.us (Tina Beaird)
Date: Mon Feb 4 19:15:25 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
Message-ID: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2
county histories that she has had in her family for a number of years.
The info is not for my county, but for the county next to mine. I am
interested in the books, but she has no idea what they are worth and
seemed interested in having me give her a price. I am not qualified in
the least to assess the value of county histories. Does anyone have a
structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule of thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/03d41903/
attachment.html
From llscott2000 at bellsouth.net Mon Feb 4 19:57:12 2008
From: llscott2000 at bellsouth.net (L.L. Scott)
Date: Mon Feb 4 19:57:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
References: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
Message-ID: <015801c86792$0bbea9f0$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
How about
www.bookfinders.com
----- Original Message ----From: Tina Beaird
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 6:15 PM
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?

I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2 county
histories that she has had in her family for a number of years. The info is not
for my county, but for the county next to mine. I am interested in the books, but
she has no idea what they are worth and seemed interested in having me give her a
price. I am not qualified in the least to assess the value of county histories.
Does anyone have a structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule of
thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/3fba0e3b/
attachment.html
From graymatters at alltel.net Mon Feb 4 23:33:41 2008
From: graymatters at alltel.net (Martha Grenzeback)
Date: Mon Feb 4 23:33:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
In-Reply-To: <015801c86792$0bbea9f0$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
References: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
<015801c86792$0bbea9f0$6502a8c0@COMPUTER1>
Message-ID: <20080205043350.KDEU27517.ispmxaamta08gx.windstream.net@slave.alltel.net>
An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080204/0dfca108/
attachment.html
From moakes at mvlc.org Tue Feb 5 10:44:34 2008
From: moakes at mvlc.org (Marnie Oakes)
Date: Tue Feb 5 10:57:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
In-Reply-To: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
References: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
Message-ID: <002201c8680e$01b6d7d0$55550a0a@Reuben>
I believe that the IRS requires that the donor value the
gift. See
IRS Publication
561.[http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p561.pdf] When folks
donate
books to our library [or Friends' book sale], we provide a

receipt indicating
the number of hardcover and paperback books donated.
Hope this helps,
Marnie Oakes, Director
Reuben Hoar Library
41 Shattuck Street
Littleton, MA 01460
Phone: 978-486-4046
Fax: 978-952-2323
moakes@mvlc.org

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Tina Beaird
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 7:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations
from patrons?
I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about
purchasing 2 county histories that she has had in her family
for a number of years. The info is not for my county, but
for the county next to mine. I am interested in the books,
but she has no idea what they are worth and seemed
interested in having me give her a price. I am not
qualified in the least to assess the value of county
histories. Does anyone have a structure they use for pricing
historic books or a rule of thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/41375c42/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Tue Feb 5 10:58:43 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Tue Feb 5 11:03:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
References: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
<002201c8680e$01b6d7d0$55550a0a@Reuben>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D226041E6152@phosphorus>

Tina is asking about purchasing books not acepting
AbeBooks, and Amazon used books. I also check the
area in question to see if they have any for sale,
People tend to have an idea of inflated value when

donations. I check ebay,
historical societies for the
and if so, what are they asking.
they price their books.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Julia Tutwiler Library
University of West Alabama
Livingston, AL 35470
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Marnie Oakes
Sent: Tue 2/5/2008 9:44 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
I believe that the IRS requires that the donor value the gift. See
IRS Publication 561.[http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-pdf/p561.pdf] When folks donate
books to our library [or Friends' book sale], we provide a receipt indicating
the number of hardcover and paperback books donated.
Hope this helps,
Marnie Oakes, Director
Reuben Hoar Library
41 Shattuck Street
Littleton, MA 01460
Phone: 978-486-4046
Fax: 978-952-2323
moakes@mvlc.org

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tina Beaird
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 7:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2 county
histories that she has had in her family for a number of years. The info is not
for my county, but for the county next to mine. I am interested in the books, but
she has no idea what they are worth and seemed interested in having me give her a
price. I am not qualified in the least to assess the value of county histories.
Does anyone have a structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule of
thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian

Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 6821 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/623cd402/
attachment.bin
From ksmith at aapld.org Tue Feb 5 11:07:02 2008
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Tue Feb 5 11:07:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1905 Iowa State Census
Message-ID: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5850@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Does anyone have experience working with the 1905 Iowa State Census?
According to the book State Census Records by Ann S. Lainhart, these
records are supposed to list "members of the household, place of birth
of father and mother, occupation, war service, number of years in Iowa
and U.S. if foreign born."
However, when I pull up the records in
Ancestry's Iowa State Census Collection, 1836-1925 the only information
listed for 1905 is Card Number/ Name of Person / Post office Address.
What do these card numbers refer to? Do these cards contain more
information? Is there a way to access these cards? What am I missing?

Thanks so much for your time and expertise!

Kind Regards,

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
2600 Harnish Drive
Algonquin, IL 60102
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/50f99cac/
attachment.html
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Tue Feb 5 12:49:22 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Tue Feb 5 12:49:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
In-Reply-To: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>

Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B0190963A@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
In the past I have looked on www.alibris.com and www.abebooks.com for
any used copies for sale to determine the possible value of a book. The
condition of the copy she is offering you should be considered of
course.
Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Tina Beaird
Sent: Monday, February 04, 2008 6:15 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from
patrons?
I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2
county histories that she has had in her family for a number of years.
The info is not for my county, but for the county next to mine. I am
interested in the books, but she has no idea what they are worth and
seemed interested in having me give her a price. I am not qualified in
the least to assess the value of county histories. Does anyone have a
structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule of thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/0e8aa455/
attachment.html
From cmochocki at ccpl.lib.fl.us Tue Feb 5 13:09:53 2008
From: cmochocki at ccpl.lib.fl.us (Chris Mochocki)
Date: Tue Feb 5 13:10:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Thanks
Message-ID: <42F4D8034BDB03458AC353886FC11F7401C2CA@ccpl02.ccpl.lib.fl.us>

A big thanks to everyone who responded to my query.
tapes being loaned to individuals.

You answered my question about

Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/2f9d24ff/
attachment.html
From carriescorner at yahoo.com Tue Feb 5 13:41:06 2008
From: carriescorner at yahoo.com (Carrie Cook)
Date: Tue Feb 5 13:41:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 5
In-Reply-To: <20080205170020.C5FEBD09DF@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <367969.80941.qm@web51412.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Make an offer. She'll either take you up on it, or not. If not, refer her to
somewhere that might be interested and have a bigger budget, locally or state-wide
or even Ft. Wayne or Salt Lake City.
County Histories - especially those out of print and still under Copyright are a
"buyers market". In my county, our history originally retailed 25 years ago at
$35.00. The museum found a box "stuck away" of the printing and sold them at $45.
Since then, I've seen them go at local auctions and on eBay as high as $80-100. Our
library has 3 copies, but the one at the state archives vanished long ago.
Someone does need to do the research on your title to see
"rare". Do any of your neighboring collections or the state
If so, acquiring it for your public collection would not be
purchasing it would take away from your budget drastically.
copy and you have the biggest budget however, if your offer
wish to counter with a higher one.

if it is in print, or
archives have a copy?
quite as attractive if
If no one else has a
is turned down you may

Best of luck,
Carrie Cook, Publisher
Ottawa County, OK
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu wrote:
Message: 2
Date: Mon, 4 Feb 2008 18:15:23 -0600
From: "Tina Beaird"
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from
patrons?
To:
Message-ID: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2
county histories that she has had in her family for a number of years.
The info is not for my county, but for the county next to mine. I am
interested in the books, but she has no idea what they are worth and
seemed interested in having me give her a price. I am not qualified in
the least to assess the value of county histories. Does anyone have a

structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule of thumb?
Thank you,
Tina Beaird
Reference Librarian
Plainfield Public Library
15025 S. Illinois St.
Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
Carrie's Corner
carriescorner@yahoo.com
http://www.carriescorner.com
?Never do a wrong thing to make a friend or to keep one.??Robert E. Lee

--------------------------------Looking for last minute shopping deals? Find them fast with Yahoo! Search.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080205/33a3cc39/
attachment.html
From lcarter at arlsmail.org Tue Feb 5 14:46:46 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Tue Feb 5 14:46:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Accepting County History Book donations from patrons?
In-Reply-To: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
References: <5F4EBB07C9F8C54597393FAC91E1A95B34CA44@owa.palslib.org>
Message-ID: <47A8BD26.2080709@arlsmail.org>
If you want a broad search try www.AddALL.com It consolidates and
searches ABEBooks, Alibris, Amazon, and many more. You can see the list
at http://www.addall.com/AddBooks/Stores.html
You can choose in "In print" book tab or the "Used and Out of Print"
book tab. They also do magazine, movie and music.
See what you think
Laura
Tina Beaird wrote:
> I have been contacted by a woman from out of town about purchasing 2
> county histories that she has had in her family for a number of
> years. The info is not for my county, but for the county next to
> mine. I am interested in the books, but she has no idea what they are
> worth and seemed interested in having me give her a price. I am not
> qualified in the least to assess the value of county histories. Does
> anyone have a structure they use for pricing historic books or a rule
> of thumb?
>
> Thank you,
>
> Tina Beaird
> Reference Librarian
> Plainfield Public Library
> 15025 S. Illinois St.

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Plainfield, IL 60544
815.436.6639
-----------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From edlyn at california.com Tue Feb 5 21:22:39 2008
From: edlyn at california.com (Lynette)
Date: Tue Feb 5 21:23:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1905 Iowa State Census
References: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C850D5850@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Message-ID: <003301c86867$26cda270$7a00a8c0@lynn>
Hi Kristen,
I did a search at www.familysearch.org. Click on the tab for library - then
click on Place - type in Iowa - the search for Iowa - Census - 1905. You
can order the film at any Family History Center where you can search the
film yourself. Hope this helps.
Take care,
Lynette
----- Original Message ----What do these card numbers refer to? Do these cards contain more
information? Is there a way to access these cards? What am I missing?

Thanks so much for your time and expertise!

Kind Regards,

Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library
2600 Harnish Drive
Algonquin, IL 60102

------------------------------------------------------------------------------>
>
>
>

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

------------------------------------------------------------------------------No virus found in this incoming message.
Checked by AVG Free Edition.
Version: 7.5.516 / Virus Database: 269.19.20/1261 - Release Date: 2/5/2008
8:57 PM
From cjstuart at sympatico.ca Tue Feb 5 22:12:45 2008
From: cjstuart at sympatico.ca (Ian Stuart)
Date: Tue Feb 5 22:12:49 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
In-Reply-To: <006d01c84d71$00fa5c70$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Message-ID: <BAY116-F39F8CBCDFEDBE2C486674CAD2D0@phx.gbl>
Larry,
I would be interested to see this brochure.
cstuart@collingwoodpubliclibrary.ca

Could you please send it to

Thanks,
Carole
>From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
>Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
>Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2008 13:55:12 -0500
>
>
>We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
>through
>500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment to
>this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to
>send
>directly to those who request it.
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From Karen.Kalopulu at aucklandcity.govt.nz Wed Feb 6 04:36:06 2008
From: Karen.Kalopulu at aucklandcity.govt.nz (Kalopulu, Karen)
Date: Wed Feb 6 04:36:59 2008
Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
References: <BAY116-F39F8CBCDFEDBE2C486674CAD2D0@phx.gbl>
Message-ID: <80EA25D95A0EB74CAC6D8821386CD60C0A379894@ACEXEVS1.auckland.local>
Me too. please send to karen.kalopulu@aucklandcity.govt.nz
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ian Stuart
Sent: Wed 2/6/2008 4:12 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: RE: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
Larry,
I would be interested to see this brochure.
cstuart@collingwoodpubliclibrary.ca

Could you please send it to

Thanks,
Carole
>From: "Larry Naukam" <lnaukam@mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us>
>Reply-To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
>Subject: [Genealib] genealogy brochure.
>Date: Wed, 2 Jan 2008 13:55:12 -0500
>
>
>We do have a snazzy new brochure that was designed recently. We went
>through
>500 of them and just did a reprint. It would be blocked as an attachment to
>this list, and it's not online yet. I will try to get a digital copy to
>send
>directly to those who request it.
>
>
>
>_______________________________________________
>genealib mailing list
>genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
>http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
This email is confidential. If it is not intended for you please do not read,
distribute or copy it or any attachments. Please notify the sender by return email
and delete the original message and any attachments.

Any views expressed in this email may be those of the individual sender and may not
necessarily reflect the views of Auckland City Libraries - Tamaki Pataka Korero.
-------------- next part -------------A non-text attachment was scrubbed...
Name: not available
Type: application/ms-tnef
Size: 3363 bytes
Desc: not available
Url :
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080206/00907577/
attachment.bin
From amsmith at lib.usf.edu Wed Feb 6 08:53:02 2008
From: amsmith at lib.usf.edu (Smith, Andrew M.)
Date: Wed Feb 6 08:53:40 2008
Subject: [Genealib] [MODERATOR] Replies to all (not!)
Message-ID: <83A7D9F74602294EB7FF81AB36D7F57B02DF8C74@tiki.fastmail.usf.edu>
Once again, I find that I need to remind subscribers *not* to send replies intended
only for a single individual instead to the entire list of over 1000 subscribers.
The list is set up for discussion, so replies automatically are set to go to the
entire list. If needed, copy and paste the e-mail address of the *individual* who
needs to receive your personal message. The rest of us, who do not need to see
that you want X from person Y, will be spared the unnecessary e-mail.
This is not the first time that I've had to send this kind of reminder to the list.
Should I have to send a similar reminder in future situations, it is likely to be
somewhat crankier.
Signed,
The Cranky GENEALIB List Administrator
Andrew M. "Drew" Smith
Information Literacy Librarian
Reference and Instruction, Tampa Library
University of South Florida
amsmith@lib.usf.edu
813-974-3492 (work), 813-263-2028 (cell)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080206/169c4572/
attachment.html
From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Wed Feb 6 13:32:21 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Wed Feb 6 13:34:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 6
In-Reply-To: <20080206170016.6D73BD0A2B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080206170016.6D73BD0A2B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <02ce01c868ee$9c3e4190$fa01060a@rpl.org>
All the requests for our brochures received by 130 pm EST 2/6/08 have been
answered. Whew! That make 70 or so. If anyone else wants them, please feel
free to ask,. They do seem to be going through regular email
From lteverow at rihs.org Wed Feb 6 16:15:32 2008
From: lteverow at rihs.org (Lee Teverow)

Date: Wed Feb 6 16:15:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] April Multi-generational workshop in RI
Message-ID: <004a01c86905$6a0d5230$720ba8c0@rihs.org>
I am looking for a speaker for a genealogy workshop tentatively scheduled
for Saturday, April 26. I like the idea posted several months ago of a
multi-generational workshop, so I am looking for someone who is good with
all ages (12 to seniors) and can give a 45 minute talk explaining the basics
of why and how to start a family history. Participants would then have a
chance to begin setting up a chart, with assistance from the speaker and
Library staff. Someone in or near Rhode Island would be ideal. Any
recommendations?
Lee Teverow, MLS
Reference Librarian
Rhode Island Historical Society Library
121 Hope Street
Providence, RI 02906
Phone: (401) 273-8107 x10
Fax: (401) 751-7930
Email: lteverow@rihs.org
Web: www.rihs.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080206/4bea4514/
attachment.html
From ksmith at aapld.org Thu Feb 7 15:11:56 2008
From: ksmith at aapld.org (Kristen Smith)
Date: Thu Feb 7 15:11:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Ancestry 1905 Iowa State Census Images - Update
Message-ID: <3BC4AF7749501B4EA191787085C44C8504E5D2@aapldweb.aapld.local>
Librarians and Ancestry Users:
I thought that you all might be interested to know what I have learned about the
1905 Iowa State Census Images on Ancestry. It appears that the digitized images
for this year are actually taken from the Iowa Census Register - not the State
Census Records themselves. This may cause a lot of confusion for your patrons
because unless you knew what information the 1905 census contained, you would not
realize that the images being linked to were not taken from the actual census.
Also, in the database description for Iowa State Census Collection, 1836-1925, this
is not indicated.
As far as I know, the other years contain the actual census records, but for some
reason the 1905 has only the Census Register images. So be sure to let your
patrons know that there is more information available out there on microfilm - only
don't make the mistake of ordering the 1905 Iowa Census Register or you'll be
disappointed.
Hope this information is helpful to you all. Thank goodness for research guides
like State Census Records by Ann Lainhart or I would never have known that
something was amiss.
Kind Regards,
Kristen Newton Smith, M.L.S.
Reference Librarian
Algonquin Area Public Library

From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Feb 8 11:01:19 2008
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Feb 8 11:00:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Reminder -- Call for Papers 2009 New England Regional
Genealogical Conference
Message-ID: <47AC367F.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
CALL FOR PAPERS
New England Regional Genealogical
Conference 2009
Discovering Family Treasures
April 22-26, 2009
Expo Center of New Hampshire and adjoining Radisson Hotel Manchester
Manchester, New Hampshire
Lecture proposals are sought for the 10th New England Regional
Genealogical Conference to be held April 22-26, 2009, in Manchester, New
Hampshire. The Conference is sponsored by The New England Regional
Genealogical Consortium (NERGC); an umbrella organization comprised of
over twenty genealogical and historical societies in the region. The
deadline for submission of proposals is March 1, 2008. Lecture proposals
may be submitted at any time prior to that date by email or regular mail
to the addresses listed below. Preference will be given to topics
relating to the Conference theme, ?Discovering Family Treasures.?
NERGC seeks submissions covering general genealogical skills and
techniques; family history writing and publishing; forensic genealogy;
ethnic genealogy of all types especially French-Canadian, Acadian,
and/or Native American; treasures found in regional or local
repositories and libraries; techniques for finding and utilizing
specific record sources (such as religious, civil, cemetery, military,
newspapers, city directories, etc.) and the treasures they contain;
accessing resources using technology; research strategies; research
pathways; online resources; and finding and preserving family treasures
of all types. NERGC will also consider proposals for hands-on workshops
relating to the above areas. Advanced research topics are especially
welcome.
Each session will last one hour, including questions and answers.
Speakers must provide camera-ready syllabus material by November 1,
2008. The syllabus will be distributed at the conference in print and/or
digital format. There is no limit to the number of proposals that each
speaker can submit and Program Co-Chairs may select more than one
proposal per speaker. Each participating NERGC society must propose one
speaker (who does not need to be a member of that society) for one
session; proposals for sponsored speakers must be approved by the
conference Program Co-Chairs. The honorarium for sponsored speakers is
determined by the sponsoring society. The honorarium for non-sponsored
speakers is $200 per lecture. All speakers will receive complimentary
conference registration for their first lecture and a complimentary meal
ticket for each additional lecture. NERGC does not cover travel, hotel
or per diem expenses.
Each one-page proposal must include the below information:
? Title of the lecture
? Brief but comprehensive lecture outline or abstract demonstrating the

relationship to Conference theme
? Short lecture summary (50 words or less) for the Conference brochure
? Audience level: beginner, intermediate, advanced
? Audio/visual requirements (NERGC supplies screen, microphone,
overhead projector; speakers must supply their own LCD projectors)
? Speaker's full name, address, email, telephone, and fax
? Society or organization sponsorship (if applicable)
? Brief speaker biography
? Resum? of previous lecture experience
Either mail or email proposals, postmarked or date-stamped any time
before March 1, 2008:
? Mail to: Christine Sweet-Hart, CG, NERGC 2009, P.O. Box 107,
Groveland, MA 01834 or
? Email to: csweethart@comcast.net (please put ?NERGC 2009? in the
subject line; send your proposal as email text or as an attached
document in Microsoft Word or RTF format)

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sat Feb 9 02:35:20 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sat Feb 9 02:35:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1-Step Improvement - 1920 Federal Census
Message-ID: <01ee01c86aee$52fb70f0$6401a8c0@DELL>
I'm distributing this
information at the request of
Joel Weintraub.
Joy
Joy Rich, MLS
Chapter Representative, New
York Metro Chapter
Association of Professional
Genealogists
http://www.apgen.org
http://www.apgen.org/chapters/newyork/index.html
========================================================
"I want to announce an
expansion of the geographical
search capabilities for
the US Census at the Morse
1-Step website.

We presently have street
indexes to Enumeration
District (ED) numbers for
large cities for the 1910,
1930, and even 1940 (opening
2012) censuses, and
some location to ED
information for the 1910
census for smaller
communities.
We also have incorporated the
National Archives (NARA) 1930
database where
all EDs are described (and
searchable). Another tool we
have are conversion
tables from 1940 EDs to 1930
EDs (and more important, vice
versa), 3,000
urban areas defined by their
EDs in 1940 (and therefore
1930), and tables
for the larger cities' 1930 ED
numbers converted to 1920
ones.
Until this week, the only
online method for finding
easily 1920 EDs from
location data was our
conversion routines, but only
for large urban areas.
However, our ability to
convert 1930 to 1920 ED
numbers has now been
augmented to include rural
areas as well. Originally, I
and some volunteers
transcribed about 40,000
1930/1920 ED pairs for the
large and medium cities
(ending up with about 975
areas), and just this month, I
completed
transcribing the remaining
80,000 or so correlates for
the smaller urban
areas and rural communities
(adding over 1,400 small urban
area names to the
database for 1930/1920).
Steve Morse now has integrated
the new database
into the existing 1-Step
utilities and expanded their
capabilities. He has
also combined some overlapping
utilities on the 1-Step site

in the census
area.
If you find errors in
the data or problems with the
search engines,
let Steve or me know.
So now one should be able to,
online and for free, find
most ED numbers on
the 1920 census by
geographical means, whether
the target address is in a
city, town, or rural area. (We
already have that capability
for 1930 and
1940.)
To summarize: if you can't
find a name on a name index
for the 1920 census,
but know the location that
your target was living at in
1920, then it is now
possible to do one (or all) of
the following on the 1-Step
Website: 1. Find
your 1920 large city address
on our 1930 ED finder, and
convert the
resultant 1930 ED # to a 1920
one; 2. Find your small
community name on our
1930/1920 list of urban areas,
and see the 1930 and 1920 ED
numbers for that
area; 3. Take a 1930 ED number
and find out what it
correlates with in 1920
(and vice versa); 4. Use the
NARA database through the
1-Step site to find
your target location in 1930,
and use the links there to the
1920 (and 1940)
conversion utilities.
The 1930 to 1920 table source
information (NARA T1224) was
not as good as
the 1940 to 1930 material, so
the coverage we have isn't
100%. Some areas
show ranges of EDs while
others lacked information
entirely or the NARA film
was illegible, but we think
that most searches will be
successful using the
new tables and expanded

utility features. See the
revised "Overview" essay
on the "US Census and Soundex
(1790-1940)" folder for more
information at:
http://www.stevemorse.org/
Enjoy,
Joel Weintraub
Dana Point, CA"
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080209/8b113a4b/
attachment.html
From joyrichny at earthlink.net Sat Feb 9 02:44:07 2008
From: joyrichny at earthlink.net (Joy Rich)
Date: Sat Feb 9 02:44:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] 1-Step Improvement - 1920 Federal Census
Message-ID: <023101c86aef$8d894250$6401a8c0@DELL>
Here it is without HTML.
Joy
========================================================
I'm distributing this information at the request of Joel Weintraub.
Joy
Joy Rich, MLS
Chapter Representative, New York Metro Chapter
Association of Professional Genealogists
http://www.apgen.org
http://www.apgen.org/chapters/newyork/index.html
========================================================
"I want to announce an expansion of the geographical search capabilities for
the US Census at the Morse 1-Step website.
We presently have street indexes to Enumeration District (ED) numbers for
large cities for the 1910, 1930, and even 1940 (opening 2012) censuses, and
some location to ED information for the 1910 census for smaller communities.
We also have incorporated the National Archives (NARA) 1930 database where
all EDs are described (and searchable). Another tool we have are conversion
tables from 1940 EDs to 1930 EDs (and more important, vice versa), 3,000
urban areas defined by their EDs in 1940 (and therefore 1930), and tables
for the larger cities' 1930 ED numbers converted to 1920 ones.
Until this week, the only online method for finding easily 1920 EDs from
location data was our conversion routines, but only for large urban areas.
However, our ability to convert 1930 to 1920 ED numbers has now been
augmented to include rural areas as well. Originally, I and some volunteers
transcribed about 40,000 1930/1920 ED pairs for the large and medium cities
(ending up with about 975 areas), and just this month, I completed
transcribing the remaining 80,000 or so correlates for the smaller urban

areas and rural communities (adding over 1,400 small urban area names to the
database for 1930/1920). Steve Morse now has integrated the new database
into the existing 1-Step utilities and expanded their capabilities. He has
also combined some overlapping utilities on the 1-Step site in the census
area.
If you find errors in the data or problems with the search engines,
let Steve or me know.
So now one should be able to, online and for free, find most ED numbers on
the 1920 census by geographical means, whether the target address is in a
city, town, or rural area. (We already have that capability for 1930 and
1940.)
To summarize: if you can't find a name on a name index for the 1920 census,
but know the location that your target was living at in 1920, then it is now
possible to do one (or all) of the following on the 1-Step Website: 1. Find
your 1920 large city address on our 1930 ED finder, and convert the
resultant 1930 ED # to a 1920 one; 2. Find your small community name on our
1930/1920 list of urban areas, and see the 1930 and 1920 ED numbers for that
area; 3. Take a 1930 ED number and find out what it correlates with in 1920
(and vice versa); 4. Use the NARA database through the 1-Step site to find
your target location in 1930, and use the links there to the 1920 (and 1940)
conversion utilities.
The 1930 to 1920 table source information (NARA T1224) was not as good as
the 1940 to 1930 material, so the coverage we have isn't 100%. Some areas
show ranges of EDs while others lacked information entirely or the NARA film
was illegible, but we think that most searches will be successful using the
new tables and expanded utility features. See the revised "Overview" essay
on the "US Census and Soundex (1790-1940)" folder for more information at:
http://www.stevemorse.org/
Enjoy,
Joel Weintraub
Dana Point, CA"
From cheryls at plano.gov Mon Feb 11 13:03:40 2008
From: cheryls at plano.gov (Cheryl Smith)
Date: Mon Feb 11 13:03:42 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Signage for end-panels
Message-ID: <608A148346033945A88A2FEFC8B8B01405AB6C80@ISMB05.city.plano.gov>
We have some nice new end panels with a classic look. Don't you love
them! So far, the signage we find just doesn't seem to look right. Has
anyone found signage or used some that look classic? We don't want
plastic or metal. We would love not to have the kind that tape or glue
to the wood. Are we too picky? Probably, but we have a beautiful
classic look and don't want to loose it. Go to the link to see our
brochure and furniture.

http://www.plano.gov/NR/rdonlyres/82C1C78C-7DE5-4E2C-8986-72224C4608F1/0
/GenealogyBrochure2.pdf

If you have any suggestions, please let me know. I do have the Brodart,
Demco, Highsmith, and Library Store catalogs. If you have special
ordered something from one of them and it worked, I'd like to know.

Thanks a lot!

Cheryl Smith
Senior Public Services Librarian
Genealogy, Local History, Texana, and Archives
2501 Coit Rd.
Plano, TX

75075

972-769-4240
cheryls@plano.gov

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From kdr at ckls.org Mon Feb 11 18:31:53 2008
From: kdr at ckls.org (Kathy Rippel)
Date: Mon Feb 11 18:36:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Input desired about resources for searching Kansas
history and genealogy
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902322576@mail.wvculture.lo cal>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC066902322576@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <7.0.1.0.2.20080211172737.05a37d00@ckls.org>
Please excuse any cross-posting...
I will be presenting a seminar of four sessions at the Midwest
Historical and Genealogical Society's annual meeting, "Broadening
Horizons: Research Here on the Range", in Wichita, KS, March 8, 2008.
One session is entitled "Discovering Treasure in Kansas Libraries:
Unique Sources for Research". In my experience as a consultant for the
Central Kansas Library System and genealogical researcher I am aware of
several of these Kansas jewels.
I'd like feedback from other librarians and researchers about
materials that may be discovered in Kansas libraries. Some of you may
have used, or borrowed, materials from Kansas libraries (either
personally or professionally). My main emphasis is on small town
public libraries, but larger public libraries, academic
libraries, or historical/genealogical society libraries would also be
fair game.
What I want to know, especially, is about those items found that are

either truly unique or not usually expected in smaller libraries. Many
small public libraries have materials that are never cataloged anywhere
outside the local library (sometimes not even there) and often not
available to search online. For instance, original records from
courthouses, churches, funeral homes, title abstract companies, etc.
that have been transferred to the library, or manuscript/photographic
items (diaries, etc.) that reveal wonderful information for genealogists
researching a particular area of Kansas.
It could also be the unexpected resource for research of other states or
countries. Baker University houses the Kansas Area Archives of the
United Methodist Church. I know that one item they own is a journal of
an early preacher that records baptisms and other data from
Pennsylvania! It is currently being indexed.
I'm not interested in the fact that the local courthouse has
discharge papers. I want to know the unexpected things in the
libraries (like the discharge papers!)
Anyone have a nominee?
Kathy
Kathy Rippel
Dept. Head/Consultant--Resource Sharing and Access ;
Pathfinder Central (Manager)
Central Kansas Library System
1409 Williams
Great Bend, KS 67530
(620-792-4865) phone
(800-362-2642) toll-free, KS
(620-792-5495) fax
kdr@ckls.org
***********************************************************************************
*********
I'm currently reading: Bringing your family history to life through
social history, by Katherine Scott Sturdevant.
I'm currently listening to: Buckeye Beginnings: An Introduction to
Ohio Research, by Amy Johnson Crow.

From harrisonkim at sbcglobal.net Wed Feb 13 17:18:25 2008
From: harrisonkim at sbcglobal.net (Kim Harrison)
Date: Wed Feb 13 17:18:28 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Relationship between Public Libraries and Societies Are they a Win Win?
Message-ID: <736365.77866.qm@web80615.mail.mud.yahoo.com>
Hello:
I am interested in learning more about the working relationship/partnership that
exits today between public library and genealogical societies. How are these
partnerships working? I have seen these become a Win-Win situation to both

organizations.

I would be interested in some examples.

The examples I have now are societies can provide volunteers (from tours,
answering mail, look up, and indexing projects to name a few) as well as donations
of funds and materials. That society are finding a home for the materials and
meeting place. I am sure the positive benefits are much greater then these few
items. What are the benefits to the society (increase membership)? What are the
benefits to the libraries?
How are these relationship marketed to the public?
Please respond off line but I am willing to share my answers with any one.
you!

Thank

Kim S. Harrison
Federation of Genealogical Societies Director
Marketing Chair
Librarian?s Day Committee Member
harrisonkim@sbcglobal.net
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au Thu Feb 14 18:00:59 2008
From: ABurrows at slv.vic.gov.au (ABurrows@slv.vic.gov.au)
Date: Thu Feb 14 18:01:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Friday 15 February 2008 leave
Message-ID: <OF5CC816F4.6CC04E7C-ONCA2573EF.007E6F0CCA2573EF.007E6F0C@slv.vic.gov.au>
I will be out of the office starting
18/02/2008.

15/02/2008 and will not return until

If the matter is urgent please contact Patrick Gregory, Information
Services Manager on 03 8664 7175.
Thank you.
Anne
This message and any attachment is intended only for the use of the Addressee and
may contain information that is PRIVILEGED and CONFIDENTIAL If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination of this
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please delete all copies of the message and its attachments and notify the
sender immediately. Thank you.
From jlyles at cvrls.net Fri Feb 15 09:32:23 2008
From: jlyles at cvrls.net (Lyles, John)
Date: Fri Feb 15 09:26:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
Message-ID: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in
advance.

John L.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net Fri Feb 15 10:17:07 2008
From: lapiu.bella1 at verizon.net (lapiubella1)
Date: Fri Feb 15 10:17:10 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <003101c86fe5$d46b60e0$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
Our community library in Western PA is indexing obituaries from our local
newspaper. We've finished 1900-1953. I am currently working on 1954. It involves
viewing each month, recording the surname, given name, residence at time of death,
publ date, page#. After hand transcribing a month or 2, I then add them to a
(building) Excel database. When we finish a year, we print it off and add to our
bound and/or bindered shelf collection. This is an in-house only project, at the
current time we have no plans to put it online. We may stop at 1976 because the
local historical society has been compiling the 1976-to-current obits. We've taken
their published lists and added them to our shelf collection. So we really have a
black hole for the years 1954 to 1976.
I do this in a volunteer capacity to this library, as have the transcribers before
me. However most of the folks involved in the transcribing and volunteering have
been members of the local genealogical society.
Best wishes
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Lyles, John
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:32 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently undertaking
indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you using? Hosting on the
web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/50b128b1/
attachment.html
From ljokel at comcast.net Fri Feb 15 11:58:55 2008
From: ljokel at comcast.net (Lorie Okel)
Date: Fri Feb 15 12:01:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <003101c86fe5$d46b60e0$6402a8c0@louise5j6nusqq>
Message-ID: <000f01c86ff4$0fc066f0$6501a8c0@LORIESDELL>
Bella,
I hope that someday you will be able to put the newspaper index on the
internet. There are a lot of people who would benefit from this information.
Lorie
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of lapiubella1
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 7:17 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
Our community library in Western PA is indexing obituaries from our local
newspaper. We've finished 1900-1953. I am currently working on 1954. It
involves viewing each month, recording the surname, given name, residence at
time of death, publ date, page#. After hand transcribing a month or 2, I
then add them to a (building) Excel database. When we finish a year, we
print it off and add to our bound and/or bindered shelf collection. This is
an in-house only project, at the current time we have no plans to put it
online. We may stop at 1976 because the local historical society has been
compiling the 1976-to-current obits. We've taken their published lists and
added them to our shelf collection. So we really have a black hole for the
years 1954 to 1976.
I do this in a volunteer capacity to this library, as have the transcribers
before me. However most of the folks involved in the transcribing and
volunteering have been members of the local genealogical society.
Best wishes
Bella
----- Original Message ----From: Lyles, John <mailto:jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:32 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

_____

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/04867a6c/
attachment.html
From dlunow at aol.com Fri Feb 15 12:19:04 2008
From: dlunow at aol.com (dlunow@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 15 12:19:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <8CA3E0DFFFA3412-C40-B57@webmail-nc11.sysops.aol.com>
We have completed one.
We would like to do several more. We are currently looking for a program to do
that.
However, as of now, we have not found an affordable indexing program. SO, we have
been doing them in Excel.
We would prefer to do them in a program where we could drop them into some Internet
sights.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
dlunow@aol.com
-----Original Message----From: Lyles, John <jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 15 Feb 2008 8:32 am
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

All,

Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently undertaking
indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you using? Hosting on the
web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.
?
John L.
?

_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
________________________________________________________________________
More new features than ever. Check out the new AOL Mail ! - http://webmail.aol.com
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/09bccda0/
attachment.html
From daysa at oplin.org Fri Feb 15 12:22:46 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Fri Feb 15 12:30:43 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
<8CA3E0DFFFA3412-C40-B57@webmail-nc11.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <001b01c86ff7$61af9000$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Diane and all
I responded to John's email in length off line but decided to reply to yours
online. Have you thought of using Sky Index? Don't know the price but it is
wonderful. I have been using it since 1997 with no problems at all. So easy to use.
If anyone wants info on it please reply offline and I will give what info I have on
this product.
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: dlunow@aol.com
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 12:19 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
We have completed one.
We would like to do several more. We are currently looking for a program to do
that.
However, as of now, we have not found an affordable indexing program. SO, we have
been doing them in Excel.

We would prefer to do them in a program where we could drop them into some
Internet sights.
Diane Lunow
Stagecoach Library for Genealogical Research
585 County Road 1492
Wimberley, Texas 78676-5674
dlunow@aol.com
-----Original Message----From: Lyles, John <jlyles@cvrls.net>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 15 Feb 2008 8:32 am
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently undertaking
indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you using? Hosting on the
web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.
John L.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------More new features than ever. Check out the new AOL Mail!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/
cd78c81c/attachment.html
From SMumford at fcnclibrary.org Fri Feb 15 13:12:58 2008
From: SMumford at fcnclibrary.org (Scott Mumford)
Date: Fri Feb 15 13:13:12 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Indexing Projects
Message-ID: <!&!
AAAAAAAAAAAYAAAAAAAAAO7NogB5RKlKiHn9lZ5MswrCgAAAEAAAANjoRwxFHsNMqRQ14vUqPY8BAAAAAA=
=@fcnclibrary.org>
We (Franklin County Library, NC) are indexing our local newspaper, The
Franklin Times . We have the newspaper on microfilm starting in 1879. We
transcribe the obits (year, month, day, surname, and other names) on paper
and then enter them into an MS Access database. We're currently working on
putting them on our website (www.fcnclibrary.org) and we'll keep bound paper

copies in our locations. We may also try to get the full index published
when it's complete up to a certain year and then more volumes as they're
completed. As far as why we're doing this, it's simple. The Franklin Times
itself doesn't keep older copies of its newspapers. We're only one of two
locations that I'm aware of that has it on microfilm. If we don't do this,
among other things, we could lose close to 130 years of this areas history.
As of now we've indexed 12,521 obits; we still have a long way to go.
Scott Mumford
From mvreid at eskimo.com Fri Feb 15 13:27:13 2008
From: mvreid at eskimo.com (Marge Reid)
Date: Fri Feb 15 13:27:27 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <47B5D981.2010401@eskimo.com>
Good morning from Snohomish County, Washington The Sno-Isle Genealogical Society has created and uploaded indices to
our website. Some of these are 1. http://rootsweb.com/~wasigs/WSRSCRAPBOOKSindex.htm
This is a
SURNAME/GivenName index to a collection of three scrapbooks full of
newspaper clippings (mostly from the Everett, Washington area).
2. http://rootsweb.com/~wasigs/1900EvtDirectoryIntro.htm This is an
expanded index to a 1900 Everett City Directory (not a transcription)
3. http://rootsweb.com/~wasigs/INDEXAMHAsurnamesWEB.htm
The Images of
America - Alderwood Manor (published by our local historical society)
didn't have any sort of index. We created one, inserted a print version
in our library's copy of this book and uploaded an HTML version to our
website.
These three online files were created by using Plain Old Works for
Windows data base application (a.k.a. "Works for Wimps"). Once all the
data entry is done, it's easy to create columns to hold the HTML code.
Go to the URL listed for #3 and click on the VIEW tab, then click on
SOURCE. This will give you an idea of how easy it is to do a simple
table without using a fancy HTML generating application.
The "Why" question is easy to answer... some resources, like our
Winifred Saltmarsh Raines collection (#1) are quite useless without an
index. Sometimes a decision is made that a given resource NEEDS to be
online for all to use. An expanded index is often the best way to do
this... there's enough information to identify the person involved, and
the searcher can then either visit our library to check the resource OR
make arrangements to have the reference photocopied.
If anyone has questions, PLEASE email me privately Regards,
Marge Reid - web manager, Sno-Isle Genealogical Society (and obsessive
data base creator)
http://rootsweb.com/~wasigs/indexsite.htm

From ikie4 at netzero.com Fri Feb 15 13:38:02 2008
From: ikie4 at netzero.com (Don)
Date: Fri Feb 15 13:39:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <000801c87001$e8269520$1ab7f204@PREFERRED6618A>
John,
I am doing indexing as a project of my own locally, not currently tied to a
library or society, as something I feel a need to do.

I have indexed a local crematorium that is no longer in existence and am
nearing releasing it to the local library, a couple genealogy societies, and
the DAR. I am presently working on a local funeral home that granted me
access to their records of 1932 - 2004 for a same purpose.

My method has been to create special tables in MS Word and will then convert
it to a PDF file for publishing on a CD.

I also assist a local 150 year old cemetery with rebuilding their records
and other matters. There we have been using both Excel and MS Word for
creation of information and have published that database, (in Excel), and
obituaries, (in MS Word), on a website for people to view and find
information about their ancestors should they be seeking that. I might add
that we received authorization from the papers before publishing the
obituaries on the cemetery website which was gratefully granted by them.

My reason for doing this is to assist others as I have been in so many ways
by giving back to the genealogy community.

Winfield

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 6:32 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/
e200f49a/attachment.html
From mkp at plymouthlibrary.org Fri Feb 15 15:27:04 2008
From: mkp at plymouthlibrary.org (Kathy Petlewski)
Date: Fri Feb 15 15:30:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Indexing projects
In-Reply-To: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <4115.165.252.88.98.1203107224.squirrel@pegasus.plymouthlibrary.org>
Our project at the Plymouth District Library in Plymouth Michigan has been
indexing our local newspaper, starting in 1887. So far - 16 years later we are only up as far as 1909. We do a two-part process. One group of
volunteers abstracts the info off the microfilm. This is done in a public
area, where the microfilm reader/printer is located. A second group of
volunteers then imputs the resulting data into MS Access on a computer in
the staff area. We are very inclusive in our indexing efforts. We cover
not only the Plymouth area, but all of the surrounding communities as
well. If a person even walked through town, he is listed with name, date
of paper, page & column, and a headline. This is a tedious process, but a
great help to researchers. We were able to purchase the equipment and
copies of the microfilm as part of a LSTA grant.
Kathy Petlewski
Genealogy & Local History Librarian
Plymouth District Library
223 S. Main St.
Plymouth, MI 48170
(734) 453-0750 ex. 208
From kswartz at saginawlibrary.org Fri Feb 15 15:52:20 2008
From: kswartz at saginawlibrary.org (Kelly Swartz)
Date: Fri Feb 15 15:51:50 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
Message-ID: <A3904E30EF6A0E4CA68A9587F4274EB40D5DF7368A@hexsrv1.saginawlibrary.org>
Our obituary index at the Public Libraries of Saginaw in Michigan is extremely
popular. We get requests for copies throughout the US and the world! We will make
copies of the obituaries from newspaper microfilm for patrons, but limit requests
to 5 obituaries per request. There is no charge for the service, but we do request
a donation to cover costs for copies, postage and research time.
We have 3 paid staff members working on indexing the local newspaper. So far, we

have indexed 1916 through the present. We continue to index current and historical
papers. The database was set up by an outside company, NetsourceOne, Inc.
To view the index, click on the link:
http://obits.netsource-one.net/
Kelly Swartz
Local History & Genealogy Collection
Public Libraries of Saginaw
505 Janes Ave.
Saginaw, Michigan
48607
(989) 755-9827
kswartz@saginawlibrary.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/
daf2517a/attachment.html
From kakmiller at yahoo.com Fri Feb 15 16:49:28 2008
From: kakmiller at yahoo.com (Karen Miller)
Date: Fri Feb 15 16:49:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RE: Indexing projects
Message-ID: <616765.18087.qm@web52203.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
We use
the software designed by the Halinet consortium in
Ontario, Canada. Their
approach combines digitization, full text searching,
and indexing in an ingenious way. The link to the
general Halinet page is http://www.halinet.on.ca/
It
can index images
and historical archives in addition to newspapers.
Halinet consortium has been very generous with their
software and support.
You can see our Wilmette Newspaper Index at
http://news.wilmette.lib.il.us/
Karen Miller
Wilmette Public Library

___________________________________________________________________________________
_
Be a better friend, newshound, and
know-it-all with Yahoo! Mobile. Try it now.
http://mobile.yahoo.com/;_ylt=Ahu06i62sR8HDtDypao8Wcj9tAcJ
From archives at uww.edu Fri Feb 15 17:55:04 2008
From: archives at uww.edu (UW-W Archives)
Date: Fri Feb 15 17:59:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
<000801c87001$e8269520$1ab7f204@PREFERRED6618A>
Message-ID: <C3A805AD82C67146AC853EB5DBFD923E7A8962@facmail3.uww.edu>

We are currently working on indexing our court records and deed records in MS
Access. We hope to create an index for our naturalization records in the future.
We have student assistants work on inputting the data and staff generally does the
proofing. This is generally covered by "work study" money. This is helpful in
connecting patrons with family cases.
UW-Whitewater Archives / Area Research Center
800 West Main Street P.O. Box 900 Whitewater, WI 53190-0900
(262) 472-5520
http://library.uww.edu/COLLECTN/archicol.htm
Normal Semester Hours: Monday-Friday 9 AM-5 PM
Exceptions:
Closing at 4:30: Mar. 21, 24-28 and May 20-23

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Don
Sent: Fri 2/15/2008 12:38 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

John,
I am doing indexing as a project of my own locally, not currently tied to a library
or society, as something I feel a need to do.

I have indexed a local crematorium that is no longer in existence and am nearing
releasing it to the local library, a couple genealogy societies, and the DAR. I am
presently working on a local funeral home that granted me access to their records
of 1932 - 2004 for a same purpose.

My method has been to create special tables in MS Word and will then convert it to
a PDF file for publishing on a CD.

I also assist a local 150 year old cemetery with rebuilding their records and other
matters. There we have been using both Excel and MS Word for creation of
information and have published that database, (in Excel), and obituaries, (in MS
Word), on a website for people to view and find information about their ancestors
should they be seeking that. I might add that we received authorization from the
papers before publishing the obituaries on the cemetery website which was
gratefully granted by them.

My reason for doing this is to assist others as I have been in so many ways by
giving back to the genealogy community.

Winfield

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 6:32 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently undertaking
indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you using? Hosting on the
web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

From llindsay at lib.az.us Fri Feb 15 18:14:41 2008
From: llindsay at lib.az.us (Lorin Lindsay)
Date: Fri Feb 15 18:14:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] unsubscribe
Message-ID: <71E4F1F0D032004EA6D32BA3DCAEA18501663C67@aslaprexchange.lib.az.us>
unsubscribe

Lorin H. Lindsay
Genealogy Librarian
Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records
1700 W Washington
Phoenix, AZ 85007-2812
602-926-3982
llindsay@lib.az.us

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080215/116fa0d9/
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From ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us Sat Feb 16 09:48:14 2008
From: ggrunow at ci.newport-news.va.us (Gregg Grunow)
Date: Sat Feb 16 09:49:04 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <web-257009869@visi.net>
Hello,
We have indexed the obituaries in our local newspaper from
1898 to 1989. At first we kept the index in print for
people to use in house. Since last August it has been
online. It is probably one of our most used databases now.
We created this project to aid our patrons in locating the
obituaries they are interested in. We put it online to
provide access to anyone who may be interested.
We input the data into Microsoft Access. We use an outside
vendor to host and maintain. The vendor took the Access
files amde them look and search in a friendly manner and
placed online.
If you are interested the index is at
http://engagedpatrons.org/database/NNObits/index.cfm
Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)
757-591-7425 (fax)
ggrunow@nngov.com

On Fri, 15 Feb 2008 09:32:23 -0500
"Lyles, John" <jlyles@cvrls.net> wrote:
> All,
>
> Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies
> are currently
> undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What
> software/tools are you
> using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My
> thanks in
> advance.
>
>
>
> John L.
>
>
>

Gregg Grunow
Virginiana Room Librarian
Newport News Public Library System
Main Street Library
110 Main St.
Newport News, VA 23601
757-591-4858 (phone)
757-591-7425 (fax)
ggrunow@nngov.com
From ECole at oakville.ca Sat Feb 16 10:03:33 2008
From: ECole at oakville.ca (ECole@oakville.ca)
Date: Sat Feb 16 10:01:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] I am out of the office until 5 p.m. on Tuesday,
February 19
Message-ID: <OF31EBBA6F.48F5C7D5-ON852573F1.0052B911-852573F1.0052B911@oakville.ca>
I will be out of the office starting
02/19/2008.

02/16/2008 and will not return until

Please note that our Library is closed on Monday, February 18 for Family
Day. If you require more immediate assistance, please contact AskUs, our
e-mail reference service at oplreference@oakville.ca or call our
Information Desk at 905-815-2044 during business hours.
From tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org Sat Feb 16 11:01:18 2008
From: tluscombe at mckinneytexas.org (Tracy Luscombe)
Date: Sat Feb 16 11:01:13 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID:
<45255A04888B1047B7266192603F135B019AFB3B@mckmail1.ds.mckinneytexas.org>
Our volunteers completed a project many years in the making of indexing
the obituaries in the McKinney newspapers from 1884 forward. We have
these in print by decade. They were typed in Excel. Last year we were
able to convert them to pdf documents and now have them on our web site.
I receive about 30 obituary requests per month by email since we put
these on line.
http://www.mckinneytexas.org/frameset.asp?id=&o_n=Library%20Home&aid=144
&Category=Library

Tracy E. Luscombe
Genealogy Librarian
McKinney Memorial Public Library
101 E. Hunt Street
McKinney, TX 75069
tluscombe@mckinneytexas.org

972-547-7343
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 8:32 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in
advance.

John L.

The material in this e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual to
whom it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential,
privileged, and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the
intended recipient, be advised that the unauthorized review, use, disclosure,
duplication, distribution, or the taking of any action in reliance on this
information is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error,
please notify the sender by return email and destroy all electronic and paper
copies of the original message and any attachments immediately. Please note
that neither City of McKinney nor the sender accepts any responsibility for
viruses and it is your responsibility to scan attachments (if any). Thank You.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080216/9dc1f0bf/
attachment.html
From BeanyCecil at aol.com Sat Feb 16 12:39:29 2008
From: BeanyCecil at aol.com (BeanyCecil@aol.com)
Date: Sat Feb 16 12:39:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Digital Publishing - Indexing
Message-ID: <c21.18695c08.34e879d1@aol.com>
Note: "Custodians may choose to publish the records by themselves or with
the assistance of FamilySearch or affiliate genealogical websites and historical
societies. The free services are a boon to archives and other records
custodians who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their collections."
See below for more information.
worth looking into.

This is out of date, but it may still

Deborah Bruno
San Diego, CA
Records Access Program Begins Genesis Project
15 May 2007

be

FamilySearch initiates digital publishing

proposal

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH?FamilySearch today began distributing a Request for
Information (RFI) for its Genesis project?a key component of the Records Access
Program announced in May 2007.
The Records Access program increases public access to vast genealogy
collections worldwide by enabling record custodians to publish their records
online.
Custodians may choose to publish the records by themselves or with the
assistance of FamilySearch or affiliate genealogical websites and historical
societies. The free services are a boon to archives and other records custodians
who wish to digitize, index, publish, and preserve their collections.
The RFI for the Records Access Genesis Project involves evaluating a
proposed publishing model for preparing digital information (images and/or
indexes)
related to certain genealogical record datasets. The initial datasets target
an impressive list of censuses, civil registrations, and church, land, and
military records that FamilySearch intends to publish online within the next 24
months.
The RFI seeks responses from both records custodians and service providers
who are interested in publishing the datasets listed in the RFI. The datasets
are only a sample of the projects FamilySearch intends to publish.
Submitters are also encouraged to suggest alternative datasets of similar
types or even alternative publishing models that might better fit their business
needs. FamilySearch intends to produce the projects with the appropriate
records custodian and therefore may amend listed datasets, modify the
requirements, or extend the timeframe required to publish any given dataset.
Records custodians and service providers interested in participating in this
groundbreaking initiative should download the cover letter and download the
request for information. Inquiries may be directed to David Harding (_hard
ingdp@ldschurch.org_ (mailto:hardingdp@ldschurch.org) ) or Ransom Love
(_loverh@ldschurch.org_ (mailto:loverh@ldschurch.org) ).
Note that completed RFI's must be received by September 14,

2007.

**************The year's hottest artists on the red carpet at the Grammy
Awards. Go to AOL Music.
(http://music.aol.com/grammys?NCID=aolcmp00300000002565)
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From dlwilson at pwcgov.org Sat Feb 16 16:10:58 2008
From: dlwilson at pwcgov.org (Wilson, Donald L)
Date: Sat Feb 16 16:11:01 2008
Subject: [Genealib] What's New in RELIC (February 2008)
Message-ID: <ABEB22CCB70E4A4CB7424A72FA667C279B7BB6@sudley1.pwc.ad>
WHAT'S NEW IN RELIC

February 2008

The Ruth E. Lloyd Information Center for Genealogy and Local History
(RELIC), Prince William Public Library System, Bull Run Regional
Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue, Manassas, VA 20109. 703-792-4540 Email:
relic2@pwcgov.org <mailto:relic2@pwcgov.org> .

To read the latest lists of new materials available in RELIC click on
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/new_acquisitions.htm>

RELIC PROGRAMS

Here are our latest offerings. Funding for RELIC programs is provided
by the Friends of Central and Bull Run Libraries. Sign language
interpretation is available for Prince William Public Library programs
if requested at least three weeks in advance. To be notified of
upcoming programs and new resources in RELIC, visit
http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm
<http://www.pwcgov.org/library/relic/whats_new_in_relic.htm> and click
on Subscribe to What's New in RELIC. All programs will take place at
the community room at Bull Run Regional Library, 8051 Ashton Avenue,
Manassas, VA.

Feburary 22 - DNA and Surname Ancestry.
February 26 - African Virginians: Sources before the Civil War.
March 13 - A Genealogical Roundtable.
March 20 - Genealogy 101: Beginning Your Family History.
March 25 - Bristow Station: Community and Battlefield.
Genealogy Doctor -

March 6 and 20.

(See below for details.)

Friday, February 22, 10:30 a.m. - noon.
USE OF DNA IN THE SEARCH FOR SURNAME ANCESTRY
Presented by J. J. "Jim" Logan
Genetic material has become another important tool in the

genealogist's arsenal. J. J. "Jim" Logan, group administrator of the
Logan DNA Project, will describe how Y-chromosome data can be used to
identify distant cousins with the same last name.
Through a case study
he will show how the data can be obtained, organized and interpreted to
link persons with common ancestry, even though the common ancestor may
be unknown.
The program will be presented on Friday, February 22, from 10:30 a.m. to
noon, at Bull Run Regional Library. To register for this free event,
contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at relic2@pwcgov.org.
Tuesday, February 26, at 7 p.m.
AFRICAN-VIRGINIANS:
SOURCES FOR HISTORY AND GENEALOGY
BEFORE THE CIVIL WAR
Presented by Don Wilson

Whether slave or free, people of color are more poorly
documented than whites in the early history of our country. Researching
the lives of African-Americans in Virginia before 1865 involves many
sources not required for those tracing European ancestors.
RELIC's Don Wilson will describe many of the special materials
available, and their use for family history research. These
little-known documents may also be helpful to those researching
non-African families. This talk will be presented on Tuesday, February
26, at 7 p.m. at Bull Run Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Thursday, March 13, 11 a.m. to noon.
A GENEALOGICAL ROUNDTABLE
Moderated by Don Wilson
Come and discuss the challenges of your family history
research. An opportunity to share experiences, ask questions, offer
suggestions and (hopefully) get some answers. This program, to be held
at Bull Run Library's community room, Thursday, March 13, from 11 a.m.
to noon, will be moderated by RELIC's Don Wilson.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Thursday, March 20, at 7 p.m.
GENEALOGY 101:

BEGINNING YOUR FAMILY HISTORY

Presented by Beverly Veness
Beverly Veness of the RELIC staff will explain the basics of genealogy,

including methods, strategies and resources. The program includes an
overview of how RELIC can help you with your research. It will be
presented on Thursday, March 20, from 7 to 8 p.m. at Bull Run Regional
Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
Tuesday, March 25, at 7 p.m.
BRISTOW STATION:
COMMUNITY AND BATTLEFIELD
Presented by Patrick O'Neill
Archaeologist and historian Patrick O'Neill will illustrate
the history of the Bristow Station community from the early 1700s to the
present, the two battles occurring there during the Civil War, and
efforts to reinstate the battlefield on the National Register. The
program will be held on Tuesday, March 25, at 7 p.m. in the community
room of Bull Run Regional Library.
To register for this free event, contact RELIC at (703) 792-4540 or at
relic2@pwcgov.org.
THE GENEALOGY DOCTOR IS IN

For tips on starting your own research or to help solve a genealogical
or historical problem that has stumped you, schedule a private,
30-minute visit with RELIC's Don Wilson.

Upcoming schedule (Bull Run Library):
March 6 and 20.
Choice of times:

10:00, 10:45, 11:30 a.m.

Call RELIC at 703-792-4540 for a free appointment. If the scheduled
dates are not convenient for you, you may request an alternate day and
time.

Have a question about Prince William County history, places or families?
Need guidance with your genealogical research?
You may contact RELIC staff for help and advice at Ask RELIC
<http://www.pwcgov.org/default.aspx?topic=040034001840001757>
calling us at 703-792-4540.

or by
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From floyd at wnfrhc.org Sat Feb 16 17:52:12 2008
From: floyd at wnfrhc.org (Floyd Smith III)
Date: Sat Feb 16 17:52:44 2008
Subject: [Genealib] State Library of North Carolina
In-Reply-To: <616765.18087.qm@web52203.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
References: <616765.18087.qm@web52203.mail.re2.yahoo.com>
Message-ID: <0413C8EFCEE04039B7A794BDA1C2DEFD@Inspiron1521>
Are there any representatives from the State Library of North Carolina on this
listserv? If so, would you please contact me "off list"? Thank you in
advance........Floyd
(
<mailto:floyd@wnfrhc.org> floyd@wnfrhc.org)
Floyd Smith III
Executive Director
West Nebraska Family Research & History Center
1602 Ave. A
Scottsbluff, NE 69361
(308) 635-2400
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Mon Feb 18 15:28:48 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Mon Feb 18 15:30:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] More free to good home:
In-Reply-To: <20080216170102.4DD1FD0A51@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080216170102.4DD1FD0A51@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <064d01c8726c$de1a7750$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Swedish American Genealogist, ISSN 0274-9314, published by Swenson Swedish
Immigration Research Center, Rock Island IL. Pretty complete (but not
entirely) Vol 1 no 2, June 1981-Vol 13, no 1 March 1993.
Newport Historical Magazine, Newport Historical Pub. Co., Newport RI Vol 1
no 1 July 1880-Vol 2 no 3 April 1884.
Also:
We have recently come into possession of some architectural drawings from
the 1930s to the 1970s. They are done by the Rochester firm of Gordon and
Kaelber, eventually becoming Ungar Kaplan Whitney PC. They need to find a
good home. I will send a list of what's available if you contact me directly
(lnaukam@libraryweb.org) Because they are in tubes and can be quite heavy,
the deal is "you want them, you can have them, but you have to come and get
them" or the shipping dept. will have my hide.
From lhdesk at putnam.lib.in.us Tue Feb 19 09:55:17 2008
From: lhdesk at putnam.lib.in.us (lhdesk)
Date: Tue Feb 19 09:55:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <010b01c87307$831584d0$5301a8c0@pcpl.local>

I believe the following would qualify as an "indexing project".
We have been working on entering all of the county's cemetery listings and 30+
years worth of newspaper obituaries into Excel spreadsheets and then transforming
them into MySQL database tables on our website. People can now search by first
and/or last name for cemetery listings within our county from anywhere in the
world. The cemetery listings are nearing completion and can be found on our website
here: http://www.putnam.lib.in.us/lh/index.php .
The obituary project is just getting started and does not yet have a public link
available. However, you can see how it works by visiting
http://www.putnam.lib.in.us/lh/obituaries/index2.php and searching for the name
"Abbott".
The website coding was written by myself, while our network administrator arranged
for our system to have the necessary PHP and My-SQL capabilities. The result has
been that the library has saved a lot of money by developing the software
internally, while also making our records more easily searchable and available to a
much wider audience.
Rick Monroe
Local History & Genealogy Dept.
Putnam County Public Library
------- Original Message ----From: Lyles, John
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:32 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently undertaking
indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you using? Hosting on the
web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Feb 19 10:37:31 2008

From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Feb 19 10:37:33 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
References: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0802190737n2ff7cfcehb66f295a50b27b35@mail.gmail.com>
Years ago we indexed the local obits online.
Card files; Excel spread sheets etc.; single printed copies of an index are
"yesterday's" approach.
We need harness all of this effort and work and create our indexes in a
formt that can be used by everyone 24/7.
We must use standard; off the shelf software. No homegrown solutions.
No more flat indexes that lead to dead end one off print offs of the data.
We needed software that was easy to understand; widely used and reasonably
permanent/migratable
I have two suggestions:
#1 - PAF
I didn't want us to continue with yesterday's technology - card files, print
indexes - so we used PAF.
Bingo. It was free; easy to index; let us add in the relationships - anyone
could download any family they wanted. We knew we could always migrate it to
the next level of genealogy software.
I liked the idea of the relational indexing that a genealogy software
provided to us.
This also let us "index" - other materials in our collection the same way photographs; letters etc.
All of the content was indexed using PAF.
At any time we could look up any person and see what was available.
#2 - Catalog each obit into your library online catalog.
Yes - I know - Tech Services folks might never give you access - but if
that is arranged you have the best of all worlds.
It becomes a permanent, one stop solution to your many indexing projects.
The data will be easy to migrate to the next best level of online catalogs.
Online catalogs often present in call number order - so, just call it "Obit
Index" and it pulls the record out from the rest of the book collection.
Think library 2.0
Think about 24/7 access and not the one printed copy in your ref room
Having the index within the online catalog was a great solution since it was
always visible, all the time; always backedup etc. People could find the
references even if they were just checking what we had on their family and
didn't know we had an obit index.
Of course, the other alternative is to wait for
www.GenealogyBank.com<http://www.genealogybank.com/>to digitize and
index every obit from every paper in the country - it's up
to 3,400 newspapers now - and growing.
:)
Tom

Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com

On Feb 15, 2008 9:32 AM, Lyles, John <jlyles@cvrls.net> wrote:
> All,
>
> Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
> undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
> using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.
>
>
>
> John L.
>
>
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Tue Feb 19 10:55:46 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Tue Feb 19 10:57:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] indexing projects
In-Reply-To: <20080216170102.4DD1FD0A51@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080216170102.4DD1FD0A51@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <069801c8730f$e4441570$fa01060a@rpl.org>
"...Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published?"
We have done a lot here in Rochester. Mostly it is because I am a
troublemaker and want to have things easily available for the users instead
of walking over and showing them for the n'th time.
I can usually assign some people to create things (which is one benefit of
having some seniority) and get them back pretty quickly. We use Excel for
the most part, as no one knows Access, and management hasn't yet wanted to
spring for a commercial or custom made database. (We are going out to bid
later this spring for a content manger)
The Rochester Genealogical Society has been doing a digitization project of
local church records. It is not an index, but rather creating a digital
image of the original church books. After they are completed (and over 5000
pages have been done to date) a digital and hard copy will be donated to the
library. Digital copies also go to the church and to the RGS. There are no
plans to put these on the web, mostly because of privacy agreements.
Links for various RPL indexes are at:
Digital Collections:

http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=630&storyTypeID=&sid=&
General Indexes:
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=439&storyTypeID=&sid=&
City Directories:
http://www2.libraryweb.org/orgMain.asp?orgid=468
Life Records (nearly 850,000 names 1957-2008)
Altogether we guesstimate 1,500,000 pages of historical data and over nearly
1,000,000 names of individuals.
From nancy.franklin at mtcalmisd.org Tue Feb 19 11:39:23 2008
From: nancy.franklin at mtcalmisd.org (Nancy Franklin)
Date: Tue Feb 19 11:37:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
Message-ID: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
Good morning:
The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document detailing
the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.
The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY in 1911; in
1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917 the company left for
overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec. 2.
The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also includes a
listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses and a list of all those
killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made up of men from all over the U.S. no special concentration from any one state.
What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm. Should I
send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone have a better
idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to a genealogical
library.
Thanks for your advice Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX 76673
nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org Tue Feb 19 11:58:20 2008
From: JJeffrey at denverlibrary.org (James Jeffrey)
Date: Tue Feb 19 11:58:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
References: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
Message-ID: <47BAA83B.8911.0049.0@denverlibrary.org>
Nancy
Before you send it any where could I have a copy?
This would be good at Carlisle Barracks in Pennsylvania the "Army Historical
Society"

James K. Jeffrey
Collection Specialist in Genealogy
Western History and Genealogy
Denver Public Library
>>> "Nancy Franklin" <nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org> 2/19/2008 9:39 AM >>>
Good morning:
The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document detailing
the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.
The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY in 1911; in
1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917 the company left for
overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec. 2.
The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also includes a
listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses and a list of all those
killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made up of men from all over the U.S. no special concentration from any one state.
What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm. Should I
send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone have a better
idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to a genealogical
library.
Thanks for your advice Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX 76673
nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
From awestphal at zblibrary.org Tue Feb 19 12:49:38 2008
From: awestphal at zblibrary.org (Angela Westphal)
Date: Tue Feb 19 12:49:53 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
References: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
Message-ID: <AB81EFB1F085AD4F83CF98467B6B3FCB930D2242@zbplsrv04.zblibrary.local>
I would give it to the World War I Museum.
Angela Westphal
Zion-Benton Public Library
Zion, IL 60099

This seems the most logical.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
Good morning:
The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document detailing
the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.
The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY in 1911; in
1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917 the company left for
overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec. 2.

The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also includes a
listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses and a list of all those
killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made up of men from all over the U.S. no special concentration from any one state.
What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm. Should I
send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone have a better
idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to a genealogical
library.
Thanks for your advice Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX 76673
nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org<mailto:nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org>
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From bhill at rbhayes.org Tue Feb 19 10:26:23 2008
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Tue Feb 19 12:50:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <010b01c87307$831584d0$5301a8c0@pcpl.local>
Message-ID: <004701c8730b$c99440f0$8701a8c0@President.Local>
The Ohio Obituary Index (www.rbhayes.org/index) hosted by the Rutherford B.
Hayes Presidential Library is a large grassroots indexing project which was
designed to index obituaries from newspapers, but also any other source that
might be useful for local history - funeral home records, cemeteries, wills
and estates, county histories, etc. For a list of Other Sources indexed
click here http://www.rbhayes.org/hayes/index/OtherSources.asp
It is a web-based database. Data entry can be from any internet computer.
We have volunteers inputting data from their homes, along with staff and
volunteers in our library.
Because of its popularity, 40 Ohio public libraries have become partners
and are now entering their data and we would like to continue to add more
Ohio libraries to the system. We have about 1.4 million names in the
database. The program is not one that can be bought off the shelf, but the
programmers are considering revising the system so that other states or
libraries could use the same system custom designed for them. If this is
something you might be interested in, please drop me an email.
Our Obit Index website gets about 750,000 hits a month. We fulfill orders
for about 300 obits a month here at the Hayes Center, with partner libraries
also getting orders at their location. Our system also allows for an online
shopping cart which is used heavily and very much appreciated by the
patrons. For a small research library, the added income from the orders and
the partnerships have been greatly appreciated.
If you are interested in more details, please contact me at the addresses
below
Becky Hill
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian

Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>

----------- Original Message ----From: Lyles, John
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 9:32 AM
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in advance.

John L.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From crscott at HeritageBooks.com Tue Feb 19 13:12:39 2008
From: crscott at HeritageBooks.com (Craig Scott)
Date: Tue Feb 19 13:13:13 2008
Subject: E: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <AB81EFB1F085AD4F83CF98467B6B3FCB930D2242@zbplsrv04.zblibrary.local>
Message-ID: <200802191813.m1JICfNn022269@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
Actually, I would send it to me or some other publisher.

It sounds like an interesting document that would be of interest to a number
of people and it deserves to be published.

I have personal research experience with an Ambulance Company in the Great
War that was raised by my alma mater, University of the South, Sewanee,
Tennessee.

So I could probably add material found in the National Archives on this
company to the final work.

Sorry, I get excited by this kind of thing.

C.

Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
crscott@HeritageBooks.com

2758 books in print and growing. Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Angela Westphal
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 12:50 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] World War I document

I would give it to the World War I Museum.
Angela Westphal
Zion-Benton Public Library
Zion, IL 60099

This seems the most logical.

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document

Good morning:

The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document
detailing the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.

The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY in
1911; in 1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917 the
company left for overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec. 2.

The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also
includes a listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses and a
list of all those killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made up of men
from all over the U.S. - no special concentration from any one state.

What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm.
Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone
have a better idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to
a genealogical library.
Thanks for your advice -

Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX

76673

nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From ljokel at comcast.net Tue Feb 19 13:15:36 2008
From: ljokel at comcast.net (Lorie Okel)
Date: Tue Feb 19 13:17:58 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <AB81EFB1F085AD4F83CF98467B6B3FCB930D2242@zbplsrv04.zblibrary.local>
Message-ID: <001d01c87323$6d645280$6501a8c0@LORIESDELL>

What about putting in on FamilySearchLabs, Record Search?
Lorie
_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Angela Westphal
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 9:50 AM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] World War I document

I would give it to the World War I Museum.

This seems the most logical.

Angela Westphal
Zion-Benton Public Library
Zion, IL 60099

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document

Good morning:

The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document
detailing the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.

The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY in
1911; in 1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917 the
company left for overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec. 2.

The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also
includes a listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses and a
list of all those killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made up of men
from all over the U.S. - no special concentration from any one state.

What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm.
Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone
have a better idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to
a genealogical library.
Thanks for your advice -

Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX

76673

nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From kcherry at IMLS.GOV Tue Feb 19 13:22:17 2008
From: kcherry at IMLS.GOV (Kevin Cherry)
Date: Tue Feb 19 13:21:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <200802191813.m1JICfNn022269@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
References: <AB81EFB1F085AD4F83CF98467B6B3FCB930D2242@zbplsrv04.zblibrary.local>
<200802191813.m1JICfNn022269@host.grillsbypaulwall.com>
Message-ID: <FC33037C646F9840BAE743B81DBFCCE7185185@IMLSMAIL.IMLS.GOV>
I would suggest that the document be sent to the Texas State Library and
archives Commission http://www.tsl.state.tx.us/ or the Veterans History
Project at the American Folklife Center in the Library of Congress
http://www.loc.gov/vets/

It sounds like a fascinating document.

Kevin

Kevin Cherry
Senior Program Officer
Office of Library Services
Institute of Museum and Library Services
1800 M. Street, NW

9th Floor

Washington, DC 20036-5802
Phone
Fax

(202) 653-4662
(202) 653-4602

www.imls.gov
________________________________

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Craig Scott
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 1:13 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: E: [Genealib] World War I document

Actually, I would send it to me or some other publisher.

It sounds like an interesting document that would be of interest to a
number of people and it deserves to be published.

I have personal research experience with an Ambulance Company in the
Great War that was raised by my alma mater, University of the South,
Sewanee, Tennessee.

So I could probably add material found in the National Archives on this
company to the final work.

Sorry, I get excited by this kind of thing.

C.

Craig R. Scott, CG
President and CEO
Heritage Books, Inc.
65 East Main Street
Westminster, MD 21157
800 876-6103
crscott@HeritageBooks.com

2758 books in print and growing. Visit www.HeritageBooks.com
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Angela

Westphal
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 12:50 PM
To: 'Librarians Serving Genealogists'
Subject: RE: [Genealib] World War I document

I would give it to the World War I Museum.

This seems the most logical.

Angela Westphal
Zion-Benton Public Library
Zion, IL 60099

From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document

Good morning:

The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document
detailing the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.

The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY
in 1911; in 1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917
the company left for overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec.
2.

The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also
includes a listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses
and a list of all those killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made
up of men from all over the U.S. - no special concentration from any one
state.

What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm.
Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does
someone have a better idea for its preservation? I would also be glad
to give it to a genealogical library.
Thanks for your advice -

Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX

76673

nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org Tue Feb 19 13:40:52 2008
From: Grimshaw at cliftonpl.org (Grimshaw, Kathy)
Date: Tue Feb 19 13:40:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing
In-Reply-To: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080215170015.618EDD0A4A@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <899C6645178BEA46BA989EAD529083EC025242FC@mail01.palsplus.org>
Hi, JohnWe index our local paper daily (and have been since the mid 1970's). We
only index articles and obituaries that are relative to our town. Most
of our patrons use it to find death notices for their genealogy
projects, or to find articles about things that happened to their family
members.
It used to be done manually with index cards and then typed up at the
end of the year. I created a very simple database in Microsoft Access
with fields for date, page, a drop-down menu for subject headings, and a
field to fill in the headline (or name of person for an obituary). Each
year I create a new database (using the same subject headings) and then
we print out the index at the end of the year and keep it in a binder.
Yours,
Kathy Grimshaw-Haven
-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Fri, 15 Feb 2008 09:32:23 -0500
From: "Lyles, John" <jlyles@cvrls.net>
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID:
<7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="us-ascii"
All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in
advance.

John L.
From dbutta at glenviewpl.org Tue Feb 19 14:11:32 2008
From: dbutta at glenviewpl.org (Deena Butta)
Date: Tue Feb 19 14:11:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
References: <000a01c87315$ffd78140$7001a8c0@mclib.local>
Message-ID: <ED18DBF443D6E9438218EB979007524A3A162A@gplmail.GPL.LIB>
hope it ends up at a library through which it will end up in OCLC
FirstSearch...that would help in terms of awareness.
is it possibly a candidate for www.footnote.com
digital collection?

?

or some other online

Deena Hartray Butta
Reference Librarian
Genealogy Specialist
Glenview Public Library
1930 Glenview Rd.
Glenview IL 60025
(847) 729 7500 x152
www.glenviewpl.org
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Nancy
Franklin
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:39 AM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
Good morning:
The Mount Calm Library recently received a typewritten 25-page document
detailing the history of Ambulance Company No. 1. The author is unknown.
The Company was originally organized at Ft. D. A. Russell, Cheyenne, WY
in 1911; in 1915 was transferred to Ft. Bliss, El Paso, TX; in Nov. 1917
the company left for overseas, arriving in Saint Nazaire, France on Dec.
2.
The documents lists the day-to-day activities of the company and also
includes a listing of all its personnel, including some home addresses
and a list of all those killed, wounded, & gassed. The company was made
up of men from all over the U.S. - no special concentration from any one
state.
What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm.
Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does
someone have a better idea for its preservation? I would also be glad
to give it to a genealogical library.
Thanks for your advice -

Nancy Franklin
Mount Calm Public Library
Mount Calm, TX 76673
nancy.franklin@mtcalmisd.org
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From pcooper at irclibrary.org Tue Feb 19 15:50:44 2008
From: pcooper at irclibrary.org (Pam Cooper)
Date: Tue Feb 19 15:51:24 2008
Subject: [Genealib] indexing projects
Message-ID: <E6852750EC319149B1580A0DB19F9BA815A685@mail.irclibrary.org>
Larry and I are on the same level. My volunteers tell me that I have too
much time on my hands because I am always thinking of new indexing
projects.
For 22 years we have been indexing anything local history that is NOT
indexed. Consequently, all 14 of our local history books are in one big
index. http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/irchistorybooks.pdf I
consider this index worth more than any book in our library. It has
saved us time and effort when answering questions on local history. We
have probably indexed about 35 different items in our local history
collection.
My volunteer indexer used Sky software and then we converted it to PDF.
We just purchased an updated version of Sky Software and plan to use it
in all our future projects and possibly convert older ones to it, I
hope.
We even indexed genealogy books that are rare and appear to need an
index. You can see what we have done at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/databases.htm .This does not
include all the indexes that we have put on the shelves. There are too
many to list.
I say INDEX everything local and put it online! It will be the best tool
that you will ever own in helping researchers.
One thing that we have learned through the years is try to think ahead,
which is very difficult with today's technology. We still have indexes
on the old PC7 software and have had to re-enter the data.
I also print out a good clean copy on acid-free paper and that goes into
a locked cabinet with the disk or CD. A second copy is cataloged for the
shelf. We now have two full drawers of the printed copy and back-ups.
Our future plans were to put them all in one database, but budget cuts
have taken the wind out of our sails for now. <g>
Pam
Pamela J. Cooper, Supervisor
Archive Center & Genealogy Department
Indian River County Main Library
1600 21st Street, Vero Beach, FL 32960

772-770-5060 x4148 - Fax 772-770-5446
Email: pcooper@irclibrary.org
Need a guide to our collection?
See our pathfinders at:
http://www.rootsweb.com/~flindian/ircl/pathfinderalpha.htm
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Larry
Naukam
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 10:56 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] indexing projects
"...Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published?"
We have done a lot here in Rochester. Mostly it is because I am a
troublemaker and want to have things easily available for the users
instead
of walking over and showing them for the n'th time.
I can usually assign some people to create things (which is one benefit
of
having some seniority) and get them back pretty quickly. We use Excel
for
the most part, as no one knows Access, and management hasn't yet wanted
to
spring for a commercial or custom made database. (We are going out to
bid
later this spring for a content manger)
The Rochester Genealogical Society has been doing a digitization project
of
local church records. It is not an index, but rather creating a digital
image of the original church books. After they are completed (and over
5000
pages have been done to date) a digital and hard copy will be donated to
the
library. Digital copies also go to the church and to the RGS. There are
no
plans to put these on the web, mostly because of privacy agreements.
Links for various RPL indexes are at:
Digital Collections:
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=630&storyTypeID=&sid=&
General Indexes:
http://www2.libraryweb.org/index.asp?orgid=439&storyTypeID=&sid=&
City Directories:
http://www2.libraryweb.org/orgMain.asp?orgid=468
Life Records (nearly 850,000 names 1957-2008)
Altogether we guesstimate 1,500,000 pages of historical data and over
nearly
1,000,000 names of individuals.
_______________________________________________

genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
From rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org Tue Feb 19 16:13:45 2008
From: rsanders at hallcountylibrary.org (Ronda Sanders)
Date: Tue Feb 19 16:24:38 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing local funeral home records
References: <004701c8730b$c99440f0$8701a8c0@President.Local>
Message-ID: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
Hi everyone,

While reading the emails regarding indexing projects I noticed that some
people are working on indexes for their local funeral home records. Is
there anyone in Georgia this is currently or has in the past indexed
local funeral home records? I am very interested in starting this local
project but I can't get the funeral home directors to commit. While the
funeral home directors think this is a worth while project they don't
want to be the first to agree to this project. It would be much easier
to get one of these directors to commit if I could tell the them this
project is already being done somewhere else in Georgia.

Thank you,

Ronda Sanders
Library Assistant II
Hall County Library System
Gainesville, GA 30501
770-532-3311 ext. 114
rsanders@hallcountylibrary.org
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From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Tue Feb 19 18:56:17 2008
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Tue Feb 19 18:56:20 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free Genealogical Aids Bulletin by the Miami Valley
Genealogical Society, OGS chapter
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F70328ADDC@mail.DMCPL.local>
Free to a good library home:
Incomplete run of
1980-1985
+
1995-1999
issues of Genealogical Aids Bulletin by the Miami Valley Genealogical Society

(chapter of Ohio Genealogical Society).
GABS is indexed in Allen County Public Library's/Heritage Quest's PERSI (Periodical
Source Index).
Genealogical Aids Bulletin
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
Previous Titles
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
None
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
Publisher
Miami Valley Genealogical Society POB 1364 Dayton, OH 45401
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
Topics
OH
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
ISSN
0738-5226
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
ACPL Current Title Holdings
v.1- 1971<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
ACPL Call No.
977.1 M57g
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
Issues Per Year
4x
<http://persi.heritagequestonline.com/hqoweb/library/images/s.gif>
PERSI(tm) Code
OHGA
Ohio libraries will have first choice, but others will be considered. If you are
an Ohio library on the U.S. Cargo system, let me know and we will ship them that
way. Otherwise they will be shipped by mail.
Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
315 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
937-496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County yearbooks, or money to
purchase genealogical materials gladly accepted.
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From kjendlie at charter.net Tue Feb 19 19:56:16 2008
From: kjendlie at charter.net (Donna)
Date: Tue Feb 19 19:56:26 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing local funeral home records
References: <004701c8730b$c99440f0$8701a8c0@President.Local>
<1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
Message-ID: <008b01c8735b$65ab4340$6401a8c0@kjendle0bade1f>
I would also be interested in knowing about Wisconsin. We were given permission to
copy some older funeral records but not to publish anything as the funeral
directors didn't know about the laws of privacy.
Donna Kjendlie, President
Green County (WI) Genealogical Society
Hi everyone,

While reading the emails regarding indexing projects I noticed that some people
are working on indexes for their local funeral home records. Is there anyone in
Georgia this is currently or has in the past indexed local funeral home records? I
am very interested in starting this local project but I can't get the funeral home
directors to commit. While the funeral home directors think this is a worth while
project they don't want to be the first to agree to this project. It would be much
easier to get one of these directors to commit if I could tell the them this
project is already being done somewhere else in Georgia.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From SUBVETPAUL at aol.com Tue Feb 19 20:07:02 2008
From: SUBVETPAUL at aol.com (SUBVETPAUL@aol.com)
Date: Tue Feb 19 20:07:29 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
Message-ID: <be5.268bf924.34ecd736@aol.com>
In a message dated 2/19/2008 1:12:29 P.M. Central Standard Time,
dbutta@glenviewpl.org writes:
What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount Calm.
Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or does someone have a
better idea for its preservation? I would also be glad to give it to a
genealogical library.
Thanks for your advice -

I suspect the St. Louis National Archives NARA would like to have this for
their records or at least in their library.
As a registered researcher at this location, I visit that place daily. I
may be able to deliver it, contact me off-line if interested.
Paul W. Wittmer
_subvetpaul@aol.com_ (mailto:subvetpaul@aol.com)

**************Ideas to please picky eaters. Watch video on AOL Living.
(http://living.aol.com/video/how-to-please-your-picky-eater/rachel-campos-duffy/
2050827?NCID=aolcmp00300000002598)
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From dnjperson at comcast.net Wed Feb 20 01:01:46 2008
From: dnjperson at comcast.net (dnjperson)
Date: Wed Feb 20 01:01:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] World War I document
In-Reply-To: <be5.268bf924.34ecd736@aol.com>
References: <be5.268bf924.34ecd736@aol.com>
Message-ID: <4A7532DE-DBD0-4143-8CE7-163C45EAA1A4@comcast.net>
Surely this should be published! Please make it widely available.
Sounds like a treasure.

Judy Person, Public Libn, ret.
On Feb 19, 2008, at 5:07 PM, SUBVETPAUL@aol.com wrote:
> In a message dated 2/19/2008 1:12:29 P.M. Central Standard Time,
dbutta@glenviewpl.org
> writes:
> What shall I do with it? It would find little usage here at Mount
> Calm. Should I send it to the World War I Museum in Kansas City? Or
> does someone have a better idea for its preservation? I would also
> be glad to give it to a genealogical library.
Thanks for your
> advice > I suspect the St. Louis National Archives NARA would like to have
> this for their records or at least in their library.
> As a registered researcher at this location, I visit that place
> daily. I may be able to deliver it, contact me off-line if
> interested.
> Paul W. Wittmer
> subvetpaul@aol.com
>
>
>
>
> Delicious ideas to please the pickiest eaters. Watch the video on
> AOL Living.
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From demarestd at ecgrl.org Wed Feb 20 13:52:34 2008
From: demarestd at ecgrl.org (Dorothy Demarest)
Date: Wed Feb 20 13:51:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing local funeral home records
In-Reply-To: <008b01c8735b$65ab4340$6401a8c0@kjendle0bade1f>
Message-ID: <004e01c873f1$c1575da0$56c70da8@ecgrl.org>
We have an African American funeral program collection which we've indexed.
Is this what you are interested in? We have over 1,000 programs in the
collection now, mainly centered upon the Augusta area but it also includes
programs from all over from people that have ties to the Augusta region. We
have also had trouble getting the funeral homes to let us have the programs
directly from them and have had to depend upon people donating their
programs to us.

By the way, if anyone has any funeral programs just lying about we sure
would love to put them in our collection! We are mainly interested in the
information that is in the funeral program and will copy them.

Dottie Demarest

East Central Georgia Regional Library
demarestd@ecgrl.org
902 Greene Street
Augusta, GA 30901
706 821-2600 Fax 706 821-2629

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Donna
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008 7:56 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing local funeral home records

I would also be interested in knowing about Wisconsin. We were given
permission to copy some older funeral records but not to publish anything as
the funeral directors didn't know about the laws of privacy.
Donna Kjendlie, President
Green County (WI) Genealogical Society

Hi everyone,

While reading the emails regarding indexing projects I noticed that some
people are working on indexes for their local funeral home records. Is
there anyone in Georgia this is currently or has in the past indexed local
funeral home records? I am very interested in starting this local project
but I can't get the funeral home directors to commit. While the funeral
home directors think this is a worth while project they don't want to be the
first to agree to this project. It would be much easier to get one of these
directors to commit if I could tell the them this project is already being
done somewhere else in Georgia.
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Feb 20 17:37:27 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Feb 20 17:37:47 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects
In-Reply-To: <7E05F953A7079F44B6A1CE13585A34911667EF@brdmsex1.cvrls.net>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C80@magneto.wals.local>

The Oshkosh Online Obituary Index is a joint project of the Oshkosh
Public Library and the Winnebagoland Genealogical Society. Volunteers
from the Winnebagoland Genealogical Society read newspapers on microfilm
and recorded the names and dates of obituary publication. The Oshkosh
Public Library created and maintains the database and web site. The
input is done by a volunteer using the Microsoft Works spreadsheet
software and converted by OPL's techie to MS SQL.
The current total is
185, 091 entries, dating from 1861 to earlier this year. We get about
15,000 hits a year and mail out 100+ obits a month at $5.00 each.
http://www.oshkoshpubliclibrary.org/vitalrecords.html

Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal
________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Lyles, John
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008 8:32 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Indexing Projects

All,
Interested to know how many Libraries and/or societies are currently
undertaking indexing projects? If so, why? What software/tools are you
using? Hosting on the web, in-house only, published? My thanks in
advance.

John L.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org Wed Feb 20 18:02:15 2008
From: Munroe at oshkoshpubliclibrary.org (Mara Munroe)
Date: Wed Feb 20 18:02:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
In-Reply-To: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
Message-ID: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
Friends,

We were recently approached by a man who wanted us to buy copies of his
publications for our Local History Collection. Catch is, he wrote them
before he retired here. They were scholarly items, not suitable for our
circulating collection and quite expensive. Some are available at the
local university library. So we declined and he was miffed. Do you
have a set number of years of local residency in your definition of
Local Author? Any other advice? Thanks.

Mara
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Wed Feb 20 18:21:58 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Wed Feb 20 18:22:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
References: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802201721.AA21580053@tcpclibrary.org>
I think in that case they must fit the collection....I don't buy older books
unless they fit an area my patrons desire. If he was a local author when he
wrote them....different story. The fact they are available at the college
is enough, in this case.
Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Mara Munroe" <Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 17:02:15 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
Friends,

We were recently approached by a man who wanted us to buy copies of his
publications for our Local History Collection. Catch is, he wrote them
before he retired here. They were scholarly items, not suitable for our
circulating collection and quite expensive. Some are available at the local
university library. So we declined and he was miffed. Do you have a set
number of years of local residency in your definition of Local Author? Any
other advice? Thanks.
Mara
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
?History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate.? Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From moakes at mvlc.org Wed Feb 20 18:10:50 2008
From: moakes at mvlc.org (Marnie Oakes)
Date: Wed Feb 20 18:24:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
References: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <000f01c87415$d5d88050$55550a0a@Reuben>
Boy, is this a can of worms!
What about the author who once lived in town and then wrote
after s/he moved away?
and what if the book was about the town but the author
never lived in town? or lived in the next town that
has no library?
And what if the author wants to GIVE you those unsuitable
titles?
What if Steven King lived in your town a couple of years?
Is he a local author? The library probably has
all of his books, but not in the local history
collection.
All you can do is write a policy that suits your collection
and your community and then stick with the policy.
We decided that we would not have a local author collection.
Titles written by local folks go in the general
collection UNLESS they are nonfiction specifically dealing
with Littleton. Then they are selected and treated
like any other title about the town. This has worked so
far.
Marnie Oakes, Director
Reuben Hoar Library
41 Shattuck Street
Littleton, MA 01460
Phone: 978-486-4046
Fax: 978-952-2323
moakes@mvlc.org

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of
Mara Munroe
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2008 6:02 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed

Friends,

We were recently approached by a man who wanted us to buy
copies of his publications for our Local History Collection.
Catch is, he wrote them before he retired here. They were
scholarly items, not suitable for our circulating collection
and quite expensive. Some are available at the local
university library. So we declined and he was miffed. Do
you have a set number of years of local residency in your
definition of Local Author? Any other advice? Thanks.

Mara
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we
choose to remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May
2005
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Wed Feb 20 22:44:14 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Wed Feb 20 22:44:17 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
In-Reply-To: <9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
References: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0802201944x1238bc11gbec67f1fc323ac4@mail.gmail.com>
I have seen collections based on the state, "area" or just a city. When I
was with the University - the approach was to have a "Faculty" book
collection - and the focus was on the books they wrote before, during and
after they were with the university. Our annual receptions for faculty that
wrote books the previous year were always a huge success and built serious

good will.
I'd suggest that libraries collecting "city" authors frame their collection
scope on all authors that have or currently reside in the town - collecting
their books regardless of when they wrote the books.
You could create a bibliography of all of these titles - and acquire only
those titles that you can reasonably afford. This would allow you to avoid
offending an author when you don't buy their books - because your decision
is based on your real lack of funds and not a slight on the author for not
having lived in the town long enough. The list then also becomes a record
and a wish list.
As a current local resident he is demonstrating an interest in the library,
a pride in his newly adopted community and of course a pride in the books
that he wrote (you couldn't even buy lunch with the royalties from one or
two copies of a book sold).
This type of collection is a terrific way to build rapport with the
community. Authors - particularly retired ones just might bring their
grandchildren in to see their books on the shelf. Retirees are also a good
source of donations.
Use the collection as a point of civic pride and interest - connected to the
people that call your town home and not just for the time they "wrote"
there.
As the bumper sticker says: "I may not have been born here - but I got here
as fast as I could"
And don't forget - not enough local residents express interest in your
library - always leave them positive and upbeat - do whatever it takes to
get them what they ask - and if you just can't afford it - tell them - but
always look for ways to not say no to their suggestion.
Onward,
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
On Wed, Feb 20, 2008 at 6:02 PM, Mara Munroe <
Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org> wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Friends,

We were recently approached by a man who wanted us to buy copies of his
publications for our Local History Collection. Catch is, he wrote them
before he retired here. They were scholarly items, not suitable for our
circulating collection and quite expensive. Some are available at the local
university library. So we declined and he was miffed. Do you have a set
number of years of local residency in your definition of Local Author? Any
other advice? Thanks.

Mara

> Mara B. Munroe
> Local and Family History Librarian
> Oshkosh Public Library
> Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
>
> "History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
> remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
>
> _______________________________________________
> genealib mailing list
> genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
> http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
>
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From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Wed Feb 20 22:56:00 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Wed Feb 20 22:56:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0802201944x1238bc11gbec67f1fc323ac4@mail.gmail.com>
References: <1C14F1DB606D804584D799170DF3D3B85FBC0C@zeus.hall.local>
<9720CA43F755A148BF65B6618B90CB9401F38C94@magneto.wals.local>
<45c595dc0802201944x1238bc11gbec67f1fc323ac4@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802202156.AA56000054@tcpclibrary.org>
I LOVE the bumper sticker!

That describes our town perfectly :-)

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "Tom Kemp" <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2008 22:44:14 -0500
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Local Author: definition needed
I have seen collections based on the state, "area" or just a city. When I
was with the University - the approach was to have a "Faculty" book
collection - and the focus was on the books they wrote before, during and
after they were with the university. Our annual receptions for faculty that
wrote books the previous year were always a huge success and built serious
good will.
I'd suggest that libraries collecting "city" authors frame their collection
scope on all authors that have or currently reside in the town - collecting
their books regardless of when they wrote the books.
You could create a bibliography of all of these titles - and acquire only
those titles that you can reasonably afford. This would allow you to avoid

offending an author when you don't buy their books - because your decision
is based on your real lack of funds and not a slight on the author for not
having lived in the town long enough. The list then also becomes a record
and a wish list.
As a current local resident he is demonstrating an interest in the library,
a pride in his newly adopted community and of course a pride in the books
that he wrote (you couldn't even buy lunch with the royalties from one or
two copies of a book sold).
This type of collection is a terrific way to build rapport with the
community. Authors - particularly retired ones just might bring their
grandchildren in to see their books on the shelf. Retirees are also a good
source of donations.
Use the collection as a point of civic pride and interest - connected to the
people that call your town home and not just for the time they "wrote"
there.
As the bumper sticker says: "I may not have been born here - but I got here
as fast as I could"
And don't forget - not enough local residents express interest in your
library - always leave them positive and upbeat - do whatever it takes to
get them what they ask - and if you just can't afford it - tell them - but
always look for ways to not say no to their suggestion.
Onward,
Tom
Thomas Jay Kemp
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
On Wed, Feb 20, 2008 at 6:02 PM, Mara Munroe
<Munroe@oshkoshpubliclibrary.org> wrote:
Friends,
We were recently approached by a man who wanted us to buy copies of his
publications for our Local History Collection. Catch is, he wrote them
before he retired here. They were scholarly items, not suitable for our
circulating collection and quite expensive. Some are available at the local
university library. So we declined and he was miffed. Do you have a set
number of years of local residency in your definition of Local Author? Any
other advice? Thanks.
Mara
Mara B. Munroe
Local and Family History Librarian
Oshkosh Public Library
Oshkosh WI 54901-4985
"History is where the evidence leads us; heritage is what we choose to
remember and celebrate." Edward T. Linenthal, May 2005
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Thu Feb 21 09:54:15 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Thu Feb 21 10:05:00 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Genealogy Preconference at ALA
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36C3@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Are you going to ALA in Anaheim? It's not to late to sign up for the early bird
registration for the Genealogy Preconference which will be held on Friday, June 26.
The theme is "Genealogy Boot Camp" and the speakers are: Elizabeth Shown Mills
("Today's Genealogical Standards: A Primer for Librarians" and "Oral History's Role
in Family History"), Michael Kirley ("Researching in Southern California
Libraries"), Russ Lynch ("Beginning Genealogy") and Diana Watkins ("Internet
Genealogy"). Below is the information from the ALA website:
Genealogy Boot Camp
Friday, June 27, 8:30 am - 4:30 pm
RUSA HS
Learn the basics of ancestry research and genealogy reference skills during the
Genealogy Boot Camp. Whether you are a new librarian or one interested in
refreshing your skills, this full-day workshop provides the tools you need for
giving successful genealogy reference help.
Speaker: Elizabeth Shown Mills, special guest lecturer, author of Evidence!
Citation and Analysis for the Family Historian and Professional Genealogy: A Manual
for Researchers, Writers, Editors, Lecturers, and Librarians; Isle of Canes (Provo:
Ancestry, 2005); and QuickSheet: Citing Online Historical Resources, Evidence!
Style
Tickets: Advance: ALA Member: $99; Non- Member: $140; Student/Retired Member: $57.
Onsite: ALA Member: $135; Non-Member: $180; Student/Retired Member: $97.
Event Code: RU2
Hope to see you there!
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
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From lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us Thu Feb 21 14:58:01 2008
From: lnaukam at mcls.rochester.lib.ny.us (Larry Naukam)
Date: Thu Feb 21 14:58:06 2008
Subject: [Genealib] yet more free to good home
In-Reply-To: <20070531160013.6F2D6D00BA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20070531160013.6F2D6D00BA@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>

Message-ID: <010e01c874c4$103f3910$fa01060a@rpl.org>
Title
Pioneer heritance.
Publisher
Larchmont, N.Y., Gene Price.
Format
Periodical qPeriodical Serial qSerial
Summary Holdings Information
Call Number
LocHist
Location
Rochester Public Library Central
OCLC: 6405009
------------------------------------------------From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Fri Feb 22 11:31:10 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Fri Feb 22 11:41:41 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free book offer
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36D6@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
I spoke this morning with the daughter of a man who wrote his family's genealogy
before he passed away. His widow has printed 500 copies and is willing to give
away FREE 100 copies to libraries. The book is Paxtons: An American History. It
is a 2 volume set and sells for $99.95. If you are interested in a FREE 2-volume
set for your library, please email hpaxton@kc.rr.com. The first 100 to respond
will get a donation of a 2 volume set. You can find out more about the book at:
http://paxtonbook.com/
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Feb 22 12:29:02 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 22 12:29:08 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free book offer
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36D6@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
References: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36D6@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <8CA438F8CDAD0E3-1020-F0C@FWM-D07.sysops.aol.com>
I knowthat Bethel histor Library will be pleased to have it.
Stephen T. Seames
Collection Committee
Bethel Historical Society
Bethel, Maine

-----Original Message----From: Janice Schultz <JSchultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 22 Feb 2008 11:31 am
Subject: [Genealib] free book offer

I spoke this morning with the daughter of a man who wrote his family's genealogy
before he passed away.? His widow has printed 500 copies and is willing to give
away FREE 100 copies to libraries.? The book is Paxtons: An American History.? It
is a 2 volume set and sells for $99.95.? If you are interested in a FREE 2-volume
set for your library, please email hpaxton@kc.rr.com.? The first 100 to respond
will get a donation of a 2 volume set.? You can find out more about the book at:?
http://paxtonbook.com/
?

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal

Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
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More new features than ever. Check out the new AOL Mail ! - http://webmail.aol.com
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From JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us Fri Feb 22 12:25:50 2008
From: JSchultz at mcpl.lib.mo.us (Janice Schultz)
Date: Fri Feb 22 12:33:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] more on free book offer
Message-ID: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36DA@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
On the book offer for the Paxton book, please email hpaxton@kc.rr.com as indicated
in the first message. Please do not respond to my email.
Thank you.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us <mailto:jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us <http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/>
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080222/
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From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Feb 22 12:47:31 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 22 12:47:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] free book offer
In-Reply-To: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36D6@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
References: <E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D36D6@VEX1.mcpl.loc>
Message-ID: <8CA43922201E6C8-1020-1057@FWM-D07.sysops.aol.com>
thanks? sorry forthe mix up I have emails the Paxtons

steve
-----Original Message----From: Janice Schultz <JSchultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 22 Feb 2008 11:31 am
Subject: [Genealib] free book offer

I spoke this morning with the daughter of a man who wrote his family's genealogy
before he passed away.? His widow has printed 500 copies and is willing to give
away FREE 100 copies to libraries.? The book is Paxtons: An American History.? It

is a 2 volume set and sells for $99.95.? If you are interested in a FREE 2-volume
set for your library, please email hpaxton@kc.rr.com.? The first 100 to respond
will get a donation of a 2 volume set.? You can find out more about the book at:?
http://paxtonbook.com/
?

Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal

Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a visit.
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From reminder at comcast.net Sun Feb 24 12:25:28 2008
From: reminder at comcast.net (Ceya)
Date: Sun Feb 24 12:25:18 2008
Subject: [Genealib] History of Fannin County, Georgia left over
References: <20080223170011.AFE5ED09CF@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <00f001c8770a$410739b0$6401000a@minder>
Have just finished disposing of one of our local genealogy society member's
books; but, have two left over. If you want these, email me privately for
more details:

1. Rackley--A Southern Colonial Family by Eloisa Fretz Potter & Timothy
Wiley Rackley; hardback,
about 2 inches thick; like new.
A real find for the right people.
2. Facets of Fannin:
pages.

A History of Fannin County, Georgia

Hardback 683

This member died last year and we are slowly helping her family (who knows
nothing about genealogy or cares) dispose of her books to the right places.
Ceya Minder, Librarian
Reminder@comcast.net
Southeast Alabama Genealogical &
Historical Society
Dothan, Alabama

Email me privately...

From lcarter at arlsmail.org Mon Feb 25 17:59:06 2008
From: lcarter at arlsmail.org (Laura Carter)
Date: Mon Feb 25 17:59:16 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Journal of American HIstory free for postage
Message-ID: <47C3483A.5040204@arlsmail.org>
We have the following issues of *The Journal of American History
*available for the cost of the postage if you will take the entire lot.
It is on a first come - first served basis:
Sept., 1983 ? June, 1984
Dec., 1984 ? June, 1987
Dec., 1987
June, 1988 ? Dec., 1988
Mar., 1991
If you want these, contact Robert Maupin rmaupin@athenslibrary.org or
call 706 613-3650 Ext. 332. Please do not respond to list
-Laura W. Carter
Heritage Room Librarian
Athens-Clarke County Library
2025 Baxter Street
Athens, Georgia 30606
Voice - 706 613-3650 Ext. 350
FAX - 706 613-3660
lcarter@arlsmail.org
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Tue Feb 26 15:21:56 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Tue Feb 26 17:06:32 2008
Subject: [Genealib] =?windows-1252?q?1898=3A_=22What_have_I_done_I_asked_?=
=?windows-1252?q?myself=2C_to_deserve_to_be_remembered_by_stranger?=
=?windows-1252?q?s_in_a_town_in_which_I_had_never_been=2E=2E=2E=94?=
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0802261221u7da5c80gef9416b632b34b73@mail.gmail.com>

References: <45c595dc0802261215uaace07aqafc727586595a915@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261217l56f05fb0sfbf619c81d170f37@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261217r487820ccu7abfe98e6978054e@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261218l6d1d5f88k5c6fee33923326d1@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261218r1d4d922ek37800a512f361438@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261219h1336b5cbr7a15e52927fc8f04@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261219p7c5f66cbn8c7744ebf2284b12@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261219g6a100db5nc0e51b95d965d073@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261221u7da5c80gef9416b632b34b73@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0802261221m58296ff4qc685e449379bef5c@mail.gmail.com>
William M. Osbon wrote in 1898 "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be remembered by
strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
He was writing in gratitude for a Christmas bundle of food sent to him
and the troops in the Philippines stationed there with the Spanish American War.
He died just a few weeks later.
I found his last letter with the above quote - and blogged about it today.
Read the entire story: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
That quote struck me as a question our ancestors and relatives might
ask when they learn that we've included them in the family tree.
From dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us Tue Feb 26 15:58:34 2008
From: dhouston at tsl.state.tx.us (Diana Houston)
Date: Tue Feb 26 18:24:35 2008
Subject: [Genealib] OFFER: 4 issues of Van Zandt County Genealogical
Society's Our Heritage
Message-ID: <3064364B1677754AA932DCD58F55CD71F15ABB@exchange.win2k.tsl.state.tx.us>
I have a four issues of Our Heritage, published by the Van Zandt County
Genealogical Society to offer. The issues are:
v.16, no.4 November 1995
v.17, no.2 May 1996
v.18, no.1 February 1997
v.18, no.3 August 1997
If interested, please reply offline.

Thanks, Diana

Diana Houston
Assistant Director, Information Services
Archives and Information Services Division
Texas State Library and Archives Commission
dhouston@tsl.state.tx.us
512-463-5426
From daysa at oplin.org Wed Feb 27 12:57:02 2008
From: daysa at oplin.org (Sandy Day)
Date: Wed Feb 27 13:05:12 2008
Subject: =?iso-8859-1?Q?Re:_=5BGenealib=5D_1898:_=22What_have_I_done_I_asked_mys?=
=?iso-8859-1?Q?elf=2C_to_deserve_to_be_remembered_by_strangers_in_a_town_?=
=?iso-8859-1?Q?in_which_I_had_never_been...=22?=
References:
<45c595dc0802261215uaace07aqafc727586595a915@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261217l56f
05fb0sfbf619c81d170f37@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261217r487820ccu7abfe98e6978054e
@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261218l6d1d5f88k5c6fee33923326d1@mail.gmail.com><45c59
5dc0802261218r1d4d922ek37800a512f361438@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261219h1336b5cb

r7a15e52927fc8f04@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261219p7c5f66cbn8c7744ebf2284b12@mail
.gmail.com><45c595dc0802261219g6a100db5nc0e51b95d965d073@mail.gmail.com><45c595dc08
02261221u7da5c80gef9416b632b34b73@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802261221m58296ff4qc685e449379bef5c@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <003401c8796a$280c7b20$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Tom
This was very good. Maybe if they knew we were going to be searching for
them centuries later, they would not have "hidden" so well!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Tom Kemp" <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 3:21 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1898: "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be
remembered by strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

William M. Osbon wrote in 1898 "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be remembered by
strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
He was writing in gratitude for a Christmas bundle of food sent to him
and the troops in the Philippines stationed there with the Spanish
American War.
He died just a few weeks later.
I found his last letter with the above quote - and blogged about it today.
Read the entire story: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
That quote struck me as a question our ancestors and relatives might
ask when they learn that we've included them in the family tree.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

From prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us Thu Feb 28 10:10:24 2008
From: prickard at monroe.lib.mi.us (Phyllis Rickard)
Date: Thu Feb 28 10:25:02 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
References:
<200802022245874.SM08064@[10.0.1.5]><E82B6563B6126641AA57DC5DCDF462B41D3632@VEX1.mc
pl.loc>
<0a3001c866c1$b2eb8580$1178c018@Ann>
Message-ID: <014401c87a1d$3625b420$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
I'm behind in reading my mail, so just saw this thread.
I have had patrons come in who have a list of the microfilm they want. They have
located it in a library or depository someplace. That library or depository has
told them to go to their local library to have us borrow it. I then check into what
is required and make arrangements to borrow it.
Phyllis Rickard

AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: Ann Faulkner
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 7:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
Perhaps, it was the American Genealogical Lending Library (AGLL) that the person
was thinking of.
It no longer exists but it would lend microfilm to Libraries or
Individuals who had a membership.
They had all the censuses, most NARA films, as
well as filmed books.
----- Original Message ----From: Janice Schultz
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 5:24 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Microfilm
Mid-Continent Library will loan microfilm in the state of Missouri only. We
always go through a library's interlibrary loan department. We will not loan
directly if a patron calls.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a
visit.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ernie Thode
Sent: Sat 2/2/2008 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
It sounds like you are describing the Mid-Continent Public Library, which does
InterLibraryLoan genealogy books; I am not so sure about microfilm, having never
used it.
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/heartland.htm
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922

Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Chris Mochocki" <cmochocki@ccpl.lib.fl.us>
Sent 2/2/2008 12:35:01 PM
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron
doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080228/
a306823e/attachment.html
From lteverow at rihs.org Thu Feb 28 14:39:59 2008
From: lteverow at rihs.org (Lee Teverow)

Date: Thu Feb 28 14:40:14 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Microfilm (Phyllis Rickard)
In-Reply-To: <20080228170141.93A99D0A9B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
References: <20080228170141.93A99D0A9B@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <47C6C7BE.5E1A.00C0.0@rihs.org>
LDS Family History Centers will send microfilm to your local Family History Center.

>>> <genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu> 2/28/2008 12:01 PM >>>
Send genealib mailing list submissions to
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
To subscribe or unsubscribe via the World Wide Web, visit
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
or, via email, send a message with subject or body 'help' to
genealib-request@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
You can reach the person managing the list at
genealib-owner@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
When replying, please edit your Subject line so it is more specific
than "Re: Contents of genealib digest..."
Today's Topics:
1. Re: 1898: "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be
remembered by strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
(Sandy Day)
2. Re: Microfilm (Phyllis Rickard)
---------------------------------------------------------------------Message: 1
Date: Wed, 27 Feb 2008 12:57:02 -0500
From: "Sandy Day" <daysa@oplin.org>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] 1898: "What have I done I asked myself, to
deserve to be remembered by strangers in a town in which I had never
been..."
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <003401c8796a$280c7b20$8b01a8c0@Ohio>
Content-Type: text/plain; format=flowed; charset="iso-8859-1";
reply-type=original
Tom
This was very good. Maybe if they knew we were going to be searching for
them centuries later, they would not have "hidden" so well!
Sandy Day
Genealogy Librarian
Schiappa Library
Steubenville, OH
----- Original Message ----From: "Tom Kemp" <thomas.j.kemp@gmail.com>
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008 3:21 PM
Subject: [Genealib] 1898: "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be

remembered by strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

William M. Osbon wrote in 1898 "What have I done I asked myself, to deserve to be remembered by
strangers in a town in which I had never been..."
He was writing in gratitude for a Christmas bundle of food sent to him
and the troops in the Philippines stationed there with the Spanish
American War.
He died just a few weeks later.
I found his last letter with the above quote - and blogged about it today.
Read the entire story: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
That quote struck me as a question our ancestors and relatives might
ask when they learn that we've included them in the family tree.
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib

-----------------------------Message: 2
Date: Thu, 28 Feb 2008 10:10:24 -0500
From: "Phyllis Rickard" <prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us>
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
To: "Librarians Serving Genealogists" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Message-ID: <014401c87a1d$3625b420$1f52000a@lenawee.local>
Content-Type: text/plain; charset="iso-8859-1"
I'm behind in reading my mail, so just saw this thread.
I have had patrons come in who have a list of the microfilm they want. They have
located it in a library or depository someplace. That library or depository has
told them to go to their local library to have us borrow it. I then check into what
is required and make arrangements to borrow it.
Phyllis Rickard
AV / Outreach Librarian
Lenawee County Library
Adrian, MI
prickard@monroe.lib.mi.us
----- Original Message ----From: Ann Faulkner
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 7:05 PM
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
Perhaps, it was the American Genealogical Lending Library (AGLL) that the person
was thinking of.
It no longer exists but it would lend microfilm to Libraries or
Individuals who had a membership.
They had all the censuses, most NARA films, as
well as filmed books.

----- Original Message ----From: Janice Schultz
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists ; Librarians Serving Genealogists
Sent: Sunday, February 03, 2008 5:24 PM
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Microfilm
Mid-Continent Library will loan microfilm in the state of Missouri only. We
always go through a library's interlibrary loan department. We will not loan
directly if a patron calls.
Janice Schultz
Genealogy Librarian
jschultz@mcpl.lib.mo.us
Mid-Continent Public Library, Genealogy Branch
317 W. 24 Highway
Independence MO 64050
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us
Phone: (816) 252-7228; Fax: (816) 254-7114
Unless explicitly attributed, the opinions express are personal
Genealogy Branch closing for move in Spring 2008 - Call before scheduling a
visit.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu on behalf of Ernie Thode
Sent: Sat 2/2/2008 9:45 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: Re: [Genealib] Microfilm
It sounds like you are describing the Mid-Continent Public Library, which does
InterLibraryLoan genealogy books; I am not so sure about microfilm, having never
used it.
http://www.mcpl.lib.mo.us/genlh/about/heartland.htm
Ernie Thode
Local History & Genealogy
Washington County Public Library
418 Washington St.
Marietta, OH 45750-1922
Phone 740-376-2172
Fax 740-376-2175

-----Original Message----From: "Chris Mochocki" <cmochocki@ccpl.lib.fl.us>
Sent 2/2/2008 12:35:01 PM
To: "Genealib" <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Subject: [Genealib] Microfilm
Is it true that one of the genealogical libraries in the Midwest will send
microfilm directly to a library if a patron requests this service? The patron

doesn't go through ILL for it - he/she knows the particular information for the
microfilm, contacts the particular genealogical library to send it to the patron's
library, and the patron pays the sending library the amount required to send the
film to the patron's library.
Has anyone heard of this service?
Thanks,
Chris
Library Associate in Genealogy
Clay County Public Library
Fleming Island
1895 Town Center Blvd.
Orange Park
278-3722
_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
---------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080228/
a306823e/attachment-0001.html
-----------------------------_______________________________________________
genealib mailing list
genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
End of genealib Digest, Vol 53, Issue 23
****************************************
From thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com Thu Feb 28 16:08:59 2008
From: thomas.j.kemp at gmail.com (Tom Kemp)
Date: Thu Feb 28 16:09:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Halvor Moorshead Retiring - Publisher of: Family
Chronicle, Internet Genealogy,
History Magazine & Discovering Family History
In-Reply-To: <45c595dc0802281308t34f02c6dw69655796881c2c1c@mail.gmail.com>
References: <45c595dc0802281301j64f22624h106488fc38bdbd38@mail.gmail.com>

<45c595dc0802281301q137fd0f6qefbff8a2a5fd38b8@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802281302r188dbecar4e09383b9c5732f9@mail.gmail.com>
<45c595dc0802281308t34f02c6dw69655796881c2c1c@mail.gmail.com>
Message-ID: <45c595dc0802281308p1904aa0p8ffcdd66352da830@mail.gmail.com>
For more than two decades Halvor Moorshead has been in the forefront
of genealogy.
Consistently on target his four publications Family Chronicle,
Internet Genealogy, History Magazine and his newest title Discovering
Family History are the best in the field. Readable and useful, you
save each issue, mark them up and act on the suggestions, tips and
ideas. I wish we could say that about every genealogy magazine.
I blogged about it today. See: http://blog.genealogybank.com/
Halvor is not leaving the stage just yet - he will be a consultant for the
new publishers and he will be at the National Genealogical Society Conference
in Kansas City in May.
I am organizing an event there in Halvor's honor and will post the
details to this list or contact me directly at:
Thomas.J.Kemp@gmail.com
Be sure to be there to wish him well.
From RRoberts at cslib.org Fri Feb 29 09:08:36 2008
From: RRoberts at cslib.org (Richard Roberts)
Date: Fri Feb 29 09:07:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Fwd: NERGC 2009 Manchester, New Hampshire E-ZINE #1
References:
<20080228194819.77bcacebfc24f5ba0cf8c4dace2da7ab.043b1dd1ba.wbe@email.secureserver.
net>
Message-ID: <47C7CB93.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
FYI.

Please pardon duplication due to cross-postings.

Richard C. Roberts
Unit Head, History & Genealogy
Connecticut State Library
231 Capitol Ave.
Hartford, CT 06106-1537
(860) 757-6580
FAX (860) 757-6677
http://www.cslib.org/handg.htm
>>> <rootsearcher@rootsearcher.com> 2/28/2008 9:48 PM >>>
Discovering Family Treasures
Tenth New England Regional Genealogical Conference
22-26 April 2009
ExpoCenter of New Hampshire and Radisson Hotel
Manchester, New Hampshire

Manchester 2009 E-zine #1
Permission to email, copy, and print this E-zine in part or whole is
granted.

WELCOME TO THE MANCHESTER 2009 E-ZINE
DISCOVERING FAMILY TREASURES
FEATURED SPEAKERS FOR 2009
EXHIBIT HALL
SOCIETY FAIR
ANCESTORS ROAD SHOW
WHAT?S A NERGC?
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
ABOUT THIS E-ZINE

WELCOME TO THE MANCHESTER 2009 E-ZINE
Welcome to the first New England Regional Genealogical Conference 2009
E-zine! Between now and April 2009, we?ll be providing updates on the
Tenth New England Regional Genealogical Conference through periodic
E-zines like this one. Please share them with your friends and
associates ? and anyone else you feel may be interested in attending
the Conference.
DISCOVERING FAMILY TREASURES
Discovering Family Treasures, to be held April 22-26, 2009 at the Expo
Center of New Hampshire and Radisson Hotel in Manchester is the tenth
New England Regional Genealogical Conference and will build on NERGC?s
tradition of excellence in providing genealogical lectures, seminars and
workshops; the Ancestors Road Show; a Society Fair; and banquets and
luncheons for new and established genealogists alike at minimal cost.
Pauline Cusson, Melinde Sanborn, and Allison Ryall will Co-Chair the
2009 Conference, and Program Co-Chairs will be Christine Sweet-Hart and
Barbara Mathews.
In keeping with the Conference theme, National speakers James L.
Hansen, F.A.S.G; Thomas W. Jones, Ph.D., CG, GLC; and Megan S. Smolenyak
and over 40 other speakers will help genealogists unlock ?family
treasures? though sessions covering:
General genealogical skills and techniques;
Family history writing and publishing;
Forensic genealogy;
Ethnic genealogy of all types, including French-Canadian, Acadian, and
Native American;
Treasures found in regional or local repositories and libraries;
Techniques for finding and utilizing specific record sources (such as
religious, civil, cemetery, military, newspapers, city directories,
etc.) and the treasures they contain;
Accessing resources using technology; research strategies; research
pathways; and online resources;
Finding and preserving family treasures of all types.
In addition to the wealth of knowledge shared by expert genealogists,
there will be opportunities to discover additional treasures in the
Exhibit Hall -- and meeting hundreds of other attendees at the
Conference who share your love for genealogy may be one of the greatest
rewards of all!
The excitement for Discovering Family Treasures is already building.
Watch our Website: www.NERGC.org ( http://www.nergc.org/ ) for
developing information.

FEATURED SPEAKERS FOR 2009
Discovering Family Treasures 2009 is pleased to announce three
nationally known featured speakers for our conference:
THOMAS W. JONES
Thomas W. Jones, Ph.D., CG, CGL, FASG, is joint editor of the National
Genealogical Society Quarterly, former trustee and a past president of
the Board for Certification of Genealogists, and board member of the
Association of Professional Genealogists. An active genealogist since
his teens, Tom?s research encompasses records of every state east of
the Mississippi and France, Germany, Italy, and Ireland. Half his
maternal ancestry passed through New England, and the other half is
Irish. (His paternal ancestry is Southern.) His information-packed
lectures cover methods applicable across geographic areas, time periods,
and levels of expertise. Editing, teaching, writing, and tackling
?brick-wall? genealogical problems, he works full-time in
genealogy.
JAMES L. HANSEN
James L. Hansen, F.A.S.G, has been since 1974 the reference librarian
and genealogical specialist at the Library of the Wisconsin Historical
Society, where he assists several thousand researchers a year in their
genealogical and historical research. He has taught beginning and
advanced genealogical research courses over Wisconsin's Educational
Telephone Network. Among his publications are articles on a variety of
genealogical topics, a bibliography of territorial Wisconsin newspapers,
and a guide to the library in which he works. He is a nationally-known
speaker, having lectured on genealogical topics at numerous conferences
in the U.S. and Canada, including 21 National Genealogical Society
conferences and 14 Federation of Genealogical Societies conferences. He
was the 1994-1995 president of the Association of Professional
Genealogists, and in 1995 was named a fellow of the American Society of
Genealogists. In 2002 he was awarded the Filby Prize for Genealogical
Librarianship at the National Genealogical Society conference in
Milwaukee.
MEGAN SMOLENYAK SMOLENYAK
Attendees of the NERGC 2007 conference in Hartford will remember Megan
Smolenyak Smolenyak (yes, that's her real name), for her outstanding
talk, ?Cases That Made My Brain Hurt? at the Friday luncheon and for
two standing-room-only lectures, ?Trace Your Roots with DNA? and
?Beyond Y-DNA: Your Genetic Genealogy Options.? She has been an
avid genealogist since the 6th grade and is skilled in many aspects of
family history research. Megan is honored to serve as Chief Family
Historian and North American spokesperson for Ancestry.com, the largest
genealogical company in the world. She is also co-founder of Roots
Television, a pioneering and popular online channel of genealogy and
history-oriented programming. She also made news when she discovered a
startling connection when requested by Austin Fenner of the New York
Daily News to research the roots of Rev. Al Sharpton. Much to her
astonishment, she learned that Rev. Sharpton's great-grandfather had
been owned by relatives of Strom Thurmond. She is the author of several
books and numerous articles, lectures widely, and conducts research for
the U.S. Army and television programs. Her website is Honoring Our
Ancestors ( http://www.honoringourancestors.com/ ).
EXHIBIT HALL
NERGC?s Exhibit Hall has always been one of the ?best liked?

features of the conference, providing the opportunity to find that book,
CD, or other genealogy-related product between lectures and meals.
For 2009, there will be a total of 74 booth spaces, with invitations to
purchase booth space going out in April or May. Exhibits Co-Chair David
Mishkin reports, "This year we are going to take advantage of the
Exhibit Hall being open to the general public. We are currently
planning a new marketing campaign to bring lots of new and unaffiliated
folks into the Exhibit Hall. This will be very advantageous to not only
the commercial exhibitors, but the society exhibitors as well. By
bringing new people into the Exhibit Hall, people that are not familiar
with genealogy but have an interest in their family history will have an
opportunity to explore what genealogy is all about and how it will be a
benefit for them to become a member of a local genealogical society."
SOCIETY FAIR
All interested societies or organizations wishing to participate in the
NERGC Society Fair on Thursday, April 23, 2009 from 5:00 to 7:00 p.m.
are invited to contact Ralph Wadleigh at whplar@comcast.net to register
their interest and reserve a space. Participants will have a display
table, chairs and signage. Sales of merchandise are not allowed, but
promotional material may be distributed and orders taken. The Society
Fair is a great way to promote your organization in front of lots of
potentially interested folks!
ANCESTORS ROAD SHOW
The Ancestors Road Show returns to NERGC in Manchester. The Road Show
will be held Friday and Saturday April 24 + 25 from 9:00 a.m. - noon and
1:00 ? 4:00 p.m. Think about the challenging research problems that
you can bring to the Road Show. Pre-Conference sign ups will be
available for Conference attendees beginning in March 2009. Information
will be posted in future issues of the E-zine as well as on the NERGC
website, www.nergc.org. ( http://www.nergc.org./ )
As always, this event is possible only through the kindness of the many
volunteer genealogists. We are looking for consultants with experience
in any aspect of genealogy including translating. If you are willing to
volunteer for an hour or two either Friday or Saturday please contact
Margaret Dube (CommonFolk@Comcast.net (
http://mail.charter.net/do/mail/message/mailto?to=CommonFolk%40Comcast.net
) ) or Pam Eagleson (peagleson@yahoo.com (
http://mail.charter.net/do/mail/message/mailto?to=peagleson%40yahoo.com
)), co-chairs of this event.
WHAT?S A NERGC?
While many think of ?NERGC? as a Conference, it is really much
more. Formed twenty years ago to bring cutting edge genealogical
education within the reach of New England genealogists and family
historians, the New England Regional Genealogical Consortium, Inc. has
produced nine conferences in every state in New England. The most
recent Conference, held in Hartford, Connecticut in April 2007, was
attended by over 700 genealogists from more than twenty states, Canada,
and England. Each Conference is made possible by many hours of work by
volunteers from the Participating Societies. For 2009, those societies
are:

American Canadian Genealogical Society ( http://www.acgs.org/ )

Manchester, NH
American French Genealogical Society ( http://www.afgs.org/ )
Woonsocket, RI
Cape Cod Genealogical Society ( http://capecodgensoc.org/ )
Central Massachusetts Genealogical Society ( http://www.cmgs-inc.org/
)
Connecticut Ancestry Society, Inc.
Connecticut Professional Genealogists Council (
http://www.rootsweb.com/~ctpgc )
Connecticut Society of Genealogists ( http://www.csginc.org/ )
Descendants of the Founders of Ancient Windsor (
http://www.societyct.org/societies/windsor.php )
Falmouth Genealogical Society ( http://www.falgen.org/ )
Genealogical Society of Vermont ( http://www.genealogyvermont.org/ )
Godfrey Memorial Library
Middletown, CT

( http://www.godfrey.org/ )

Jewish Genealogical Society of Greater Boston ( http://jgsgb.org/ )
Massachusetts Genealogical Council (
http://home.comcast.net/~massgencouncil )
Massachusetts Society of Genealogists ( http://rootsweb.com/~masgi )
New England APG ( http://www.neapg.org/ )
New England Historic Genealogical Society (
http://www.newenglandancestors.org/ )
Boston, MA
New Hampshire Society of Genealogists ( http://nhsog.org/ )

Polish Genealogical Society of CT & the Northeast (
http://www.nergc.org/2009/www.pgsctne.org )
Rhode Island Genealogical Society ( http://www.rigensoc.org/ )
South Shore Genealogical Society ( http://www.rootsweb.com/~massgs )
The Irish Ancestral Research Association [TIARA] ( http://tiara.ie/ )
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
Participating Societies are reminded that they must supply at least one
volunteer for committee work prior to the Conference and must provide
required on-site volunteer hours during the Conference.
But anyone planning to attend the Conference can help. At the
Conference we?ll need volunteers to assist the exhibitors, and to help
with registration, hospitality, and more. As you begin to make your
plans to attend, think of areas where you can lend a hand.
One committee that will need volunteer help is Signage, which at the
last Conference saw a new set-up, which is now in place for future
Conferences. If you are very comfortable with using computer software,
the Signage Committee would love to have you volunteer for an hour or so
at the Conference, here and there, to give other workers a break.
Typically, this would mean typing in, printing out, and replacing the
title or room number of a program when there is a last-minute change in
that information. Also, periodically, someone needs a new sign for a
special feature. For more information, please contact Signage Chair Jay
Sage jay@sagefamily.org (
http://mail.charter.net/do/mail/message/mailto?to=jay%40sagefamily.org
).
ABOUT THIS E-ZINE
This E-zine is sent to you at your request or because of your
involvement in NERGC 2007. We welcome your thoughts and suggestions for
items to appear in future issues. Please send them to Richard Roberts,
at Rroberts1861@Charter.net.
Please feel free to share this newsletter with others.
email, copy, and print it in part or whole is granted.

Permission to

If you received this newsletter from a friend and you'd like to receive
future issues directly:
a) Send a message to: rootsearcher@email.com
b) Put "subscribe" in the body of the message
Your address will NOT be shared, and there will be no advertising as a
part of the E-zine.
? 2008 New England Regional Genealogical Consortium, Inc.
From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Feb 29 10:09:48 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 29 10:09:58 2008

Subject: [Genealib] Lynn Massachusetts newspaper 1924 ?
In-Reply-To: <47C7CB93.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
References:
<20080228194819.77bcacebfc24f5ba0cf8c4dace2da7ab.043b1dd1ba.wbe@email.secureserver.
net>
<47C7CB93.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
Message-ID: <8CA48FC42A6DE8F-5C8-D96@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>

I am trying to assit a lady in my town?in finding an obit that is assumed to have
run in a newspaper that was in or around Lynn Massachusetts in May 1924..? Does
anyone have suggestions. The lady that I am helping is elderly and without computer
skills etc. she went to the public library here but they were of no help.. perhaps
someone on the list-serve can give me a hint.
Steve? mrarchive@aol.com?? for off the list response..? thanks
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080229/34d3784d/
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From SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org Fri Feb 29 10:19:20 2008
From: SWoodard at daytonmetrolibrary.org (Shawna Woodard)
Date: Fri Feb 29 10:19:57 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <7898A79C279DB84281A9B3CEEDBA48F7038485BE@mail.DMCPL.local>
I have two Ancestry questions:

I would like to report an error to the Ancestry people.
Ancestry Library Edition.

Our library has

A previous post to this list said to go to help, then enter the word
"error" and it would bring up a screen to report errors.
Ancestry must have changed something, because today there appears to
only be 15 answers available to choose from, which don't include the
word "error" or "correction" and I did not find another reporting error
screen.

Also, a patron reported that now people can click on a box when
searching the censuses that lumps all the
black/mulatto/colored/African-American/people-of-color listings together
for patrons who are searching for ancestors that meet this criteria. I
don't see this box on Ancestry Library Edition today. Is it only on the
individual subscription pages? Is it not yet launched? Is there some
kind of separate African American Ancestry Edition?

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian

Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high school
and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our collection
gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From lenerz at worldnet.att.net Fri Feb 29 10:32:06 2008
From: lenerz at worldnet.att.net (Kathy)
Date: Fri Feb 29 10:28:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Lynn Massachusetts newspaper 1924 ?
In-Reply-To: <8CA48FC42A6DE8F-5C8-D96@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
References:
<20080228194819.77bcacebfc24f5ba0cf8c4dace2da7ab.043b1dd1ba.wbe@email.secureserver.
net> <47C7CB93.0DB7.0013.0@cslib.org>
<8CA48FC42A6DE8F-5C8-D96@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
Message-ID: <47C82576.6040007@worldnet.att.net>
mrarchive@aol.com wrote:
> I am trying to assit a lady in my town?in finding an obit that is
> assumed to have run in a newspaper that was in or around Lynn
> Massachusetts in May 1924..? Does anyone have suggestions.
You can use the Chronicling America website to determine which
newspapers were published in or near Lynn in that time period and where
copies are located:
http://www.loc.gov/chroniclingamerica/
======================
Kathleen Lenerz, Ph.D.
From bhill at rbhayes.org Fri Feb 29 11:00:45 2008
From: bhill at rbhayes.org (Becky Hill)
Date: Fri Feb 29 11:03:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] RootsMagic Program in Ohio
Message-ID: <004f01c87aec$3e976980$8701a8c0@President.Local>
Dear genealogy librarians,
Below is a notice for an upcoming program at the Hayes Presidential Library
in Fremont, Ohio. We have had Bruce here twice before and he was a big
success.
Thanks for spreading the word.
Becky Hill

RootsMagic - Genealogy Software, a Workshop by the Author, Bruce Buzbee
Sunday, April 20, 2008 - 1 - 4 pm
Hayes Presidential Center Auditorium
Admission: Free
Enjoy an informative afternoon learning how to get the most out of
RootsMagic software. RootsMagic is a leading genealogical software that
offers advanced abilities to help you record and share your family history
while remaining one of the easiest to use.
1:00 - Bruce Buzbee presents an overview and demonstration of RootsMagic
2:15 - Break; Refreshments
2:30 - 3:45 - Ask Bruce - Brief demo of Family Atlas software and questions
and answers on how to use both programs.
Learn the best techniques for entering information, notes, navigation;
sources and repositories; adding photos; creating reports and charts,
importing/exporting GEDCOM files, etc Also learn how to combine reports to
create a book using the Publish feature in RootsMagic.
Bruce Buzbee is the founder and president of RootsMagic, Inc.,
http://rootsmagic.com/ and the author of RootsMagic genealogy software. He
has been writing genealogy software for over 17 years, having originally
written the very popular Family Origins genealogy software. A resident of
Springville, Utah, Buzbee will be exhibiting at the Ohio Genealogical
Society Annual Conference in Cincinnati April 17-19th, 2008.
SPECIAL DEAL:
Mr. Buzbee has again shown his support of the Hayes Center by donating
autographed copies of his RootsMagic CD and book, this time to those who
become a member of the Hayes Presidential Center at the $100 or more level.
Anyone who becomes a member at that level from April 19 to April 28th will
not only get all the benefits that usually go with that amount (free
admission to HPC, 5 free guest passes, discount at store, and Heritage Quest
access at home), but also the book and program which retail for $39.95. If
you already a member, your membership will be extended a year from the
expiration date.
The RootsMagic software will be available at the Hayes Presidential Center
Museum Store before and after the day of the event - $29.95 for the software
and $14.95 for the book. On the day of the talk, Mr. Buzbee will sell the
software and book for a special price.
For this day only the Hayes Presidential Center Library will be open at
12:00 to 1 pm for tours and research, but will be closed the rest of the
afternoon.
To help plan seating and refreshments, registration is requested. Please
call 419-332-2081 (Fremont) or 800-998-7737 (out of town) and ask for the
library or email bhill@rbhayes.org prior to the event.

The Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center is located at the corner of
Hayes and Buckland avenues in Fremont, Ohio. The facility is affiliated with
the Ohio Historical Society. For further information on the Center, visit
our website, www.rbhayes.org http://www.rbhayes.org
Rebecca B. Hill
Head Librarian
Rutherford B. Hayes Presidential Center
Spiegel Grove
Fremont, OH 43420-2796
419-332-2081
ext. 31
419-332-4952 (fax)
bhill@rbhayes.org <mailto:bhill@rbhayes.org>
www.rbhayes.org <http://www.rbhayes.org>
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From linda.taggart at nashualibrary.org Fri Feb 29 15:17:04 2008
From: linda.taggart at nashualibrary.org (Taggart, Linda)
Date: Fri Feb 29 15:15:23 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Message-ID: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife's family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of
the family members listed are still living, so I'm a little nervous
about privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some good
resources on this topic, or let me know how you've handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
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From bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us Fri Feb 29 15:22:18 2008
From: bteschek at hampton.lib.nh.us (Bill Teschek)
Date: Fri Feb 29 15:21:51 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
References: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
Message-ID: <47C8232A.3257.2541683B@bteschek.hampton.lib.nh.us>
Linda,
I don't think this is a problem. Genealogies are published all the
time with information on living people. It's very common.

Bill Teschek
Assistant Director
Lane Memorial Library
2 Academy Ave.
Hampton, NH 03842
603.926.3368
bteschek@hampton.lib.nh.us
On 29 Feb 2008, Taggart, Linda wrote:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of
the family members listed are still living, so I?m a little nervous
about privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some
good resources on this topic, or let me know how you?ve handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH

From boljace at and.lib.in.us Fri Feb 29 15:27:57 2008
From: boljace at and.lib.in.us (Beth Oljace)
Date: Fri Feb 29 15:28:05 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
References: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802291527.AA27571161@and.lib.in.us>
It's amazing what kind of havoc family history can wreak, isn't it?
Basically, if we're offered a family history, we take it. If the author
sees fit to publish it, I assume for our purposes that he or she has the
consent of the family, even though I'm aware that that isn't always the
case. Also, many of my customers seem to assume that we have a copy of a
family history if someone in the area has written it. You might be
approached by people wondering why you don't have the book if you don't take
it.
Beth E. Oljace
Indiana Room Librarian
Anderson Public Library

-----Original Message----From: "Taggart, Linda" <linda.taggart@nashualibrary.org>
To: <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 15:17:04 -0500
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he

researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the
family members listed are still living, so I?m a little nervous about
privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some good resources
on this topic, or let me know how you?ve handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Feb 29 15:38:54 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 29 15:39:09 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
References: <042E8058F7D1B941835A7D5EBB633AD728E31F@npl-ad2.Library.nashua>
Message-ID: <8CA492A3C252B04-AD0-633D@webmail-stg-d08.sysops.aol.com>
catalogue it and put it on the shelf. sts
-----Original Message----From: Taggart, Linda <linda.taggart@nashualibrary.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 3:17 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues

A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he researched.
It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the family members listed
are still living, so I?m a little nervous about privacy issues. Can anyone point me
in the direction of some good resources on this topic, or let me know how you?ve
handled it?
?
Thanks!
?
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH

_______________________________________________

enealib mailing list
enealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
ttp://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/mailman/listinfo/genealib
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Feb 29 16:01:03 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Feb 29 15:57:30 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping through
the book and looking over any personal reminiscences. We had a
manuscript (self-published on a desktop computer) donated last year that
was an excellent straightforward family history at first glance, with an
appended section of memoirs written by the author's father, a retired
physician. I sent the unbound manuscript off to the bindery, then
looked at it more in depth while cataloging, checking for possible local
history or physican-related subject headings to add. I discovered that
the physican had not thought too highly of some of his colleagues, nor
of at least one local hospital (still in business), and said so quite
plainly, even describing some specific practices and cases of which he
did not approve. He also made quite hurtful observations about his own
relatives, including his children (still living and none past middle
age), such as descriptions of alcoholism, intelligence level, failure to
meet the writer's expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about
very dispassionately.
We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate the family
history narrative from the father's memoirs and withhold the memoirs
from the public. The author's lack of concern over this was telling in
itself, and the author didn't want the memoir pages returned for
re-donation in the future. Reluctant to just trash the memoir, which
had a lot of good local history in it, as well as useful descriptions of
a medical practice over the years, we placed it in a restricted
collection with some doctors' birth record notebooks we acquired that
must be withheld for 50 years.
We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the
statements made violated the privacy of living individuals, and the
medical comments were potentially libelous. We have a few family
history notebook collections or manuscripts that were donated with
agreed upon release dates, or with the request that we place them in our
closed stacks so that only someone specifically looking for that family
will ask for it and no one will be browsing it in the public reading
room, but this was the first time--and I hope the last--that we chose to
restrict something from public access based on our own concerns.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Taggart,
Linda
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife's family history,
which he researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However,
some of the family members listed are still living, so I'm a little
nervous about privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of
some good resources on this topic, or let me know how you've handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
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From walters at alaweb.com Fri Feb 29 16:10:53 2008
From: walters at alaweb.com (David Walters)
Date: Fri Feb 29 16:11:11 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family history donation and privacy issues
Message-ID: <B0232746878@elk2.alaweb.com>
What privacy issues?

From: Taggart, Linda <linda.taggart@nashualibrary.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 3:17 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
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offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he researched. It would fit
into our collection nicely. However, some of the family members listed are still
living, so I?m a little nervous about privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the
direction of some good resources on this topic, or let me know how you?ve handled
it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
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From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Feb 29 16:23:20 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Feb 29 16:19:56 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCB@mail.wvculture.local>
I used to submit a lot of corrections to Ancestry through Ancestry
Library Edition, but the dialog box for an e-mail is no longer there.
There used to be a link in the upper righthand corner that said "Having
trouble with this image?" or something similar. Clicking on that image
would give a box where you could enter your e-mail address and send a
description of the error. Now there is a "Help" link that does not lead
to any way of reporting an error that I can find. I find this very
frustrating. I now have to keep track of transcription errors and
record them for future reference so that I or the patron that I am
helping will know how to find the record again without all the extra
searching I had to do the first time. Usually I print off the
individual's summary page that shows the spelling by which the name was
indexed and staple it to the printout of the census page (or other
record) for future reference.
I haven't had time to call up our rep and ask about this. Ancestry
employees have contributed to the list in the past, so I would
appreciate it if someone would comment on this situation.
Susan Scouras
Librarian

WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 10:19 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition

I have two Ancestry questions:

I would like to report an error to the Ancestry people.
library has Ancestry Library Edition.

Our

A previous post to this list said to go to help, then enter the
word "error" and it would bring up a screen to report errors.
Ancestry must have changed something, because today there
appears to only be 15 answers available to choose from, which don't
include the word "error" or "correction" and I did not find another
reporting error screen.

Also, a patron reported that now people can click on a box when
searching the censuses that lumps all the
black/mulatto/colored/African-American/people-of-color listings together
for patrons who are searching for ancestors that meet this criteria. I
don't see this box on Ancestry Library Edition today. Is it only on the
individual subscription pages? Is it not yet launched? Is there some
kind of separate African American Ancestry Edition?

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high
school and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our
collection gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:
http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080229/26513046/
attachment.html
From loathout at tcpclibrary.org Fri Feb 29 16:25:01 2008
From: loathout at tcpclibrary.org (Larry Oathout)
Date: Fri Feb 29 16:25:07 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <B0232746878@elk2.alaweb.com>
References: <B0232746878@elk2.alaweb.com>
Message-ID: <WorldClient-F200802291525.AA25010210@tcpclibrary.org>
I agree with most...its not an issue.
would have shelved it intact.

Even in Susan's situation we probably

Larry Oathout
Director
Tell City-Perry County Library
Tell City, IN 47586
812-547-2661
(Fax) 547-3038
www.tcpclibrary.org
-----Original Message----From: "David Walters" <walters@alaweb.com>
To: mrarchive@aol.com, genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Cc:
Date: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 15:10:53 -0600
Subject: [Genealib] Re: Family history donation and privacy issues
What privacy issues?
From: Taggart, Linda <linda.taggart@nashualibrary.org>
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 3:17 pm
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he
researched. It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the
family members listed are still living, so I?m a little nervous about
privacy issues. Can anyone point me in the direction of some good resources
on this topic, or let me know how you?ve handled it?
Thanks!
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL:

http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080229/676eeeeb/
attachment.html
From jbrannan at uwa.edu Fri Feb 29 16:47:48 2008
From: jbrannan at uwa.edu (Brannan, Joyce A.)
Date: Fri Feb 29 16:47:52 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCB@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCB@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <C378D85A5E3E6C49B2AE5D1187E5D22602E0810C@phosphorus>
I'm not sure if the private subscription works differently than the
library edition, but when I click on a name in the census results list,
a "page tools" box is on the right that has a link for comments and
corrections.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian
Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

________________________________
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition

I used to submit a lot of corrections to Ancestry through Ancestry
Library Edition, but the dialog box for an e-mail is no longer there.
There used to be a link in the upper righthand corner that said "Having
trouble with this image?" or something similar. Clicking on that image
would give a box where you could enter your e-mail address and send a
description of the error. Now there is a "Help" link that does not lead
to any way of reporting an error that I can find. I find this very
frustrating. I now have to keep track of transcription errors and
record them for future reference so that I or the patron that I am
helping will know how to find the record again without all the extra
searching I had to do the first time. Usually I print off the
individual's summary page that shows the spelling by which the name was
indexed and staple it to the printout of the census page (or other
record) for future reference.

I haven't had time to call up our rep and ask about this. Ancestry
employees have contributed to the list in the past, so I would
appreciate it if someone would comment on this situation.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 10:19 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition
I have two Ancestry questions:

I would like to report an error to the Ancestry people.
library has Ancestry Library Edition.

Our

A previous post to this list said to go to help, then enter the
word "error" and it would bring up a screen to report errors.
Ancestry must have changed something, because today there
appears to only be 15 answers available to choose from, which don't
include the word "error" or "correction" and I did not find another
reporting error screen.

Also, a patron reported that now people can click on a box when
searching the censuses that lumps all the
black/mulatto/colored/African-American/people-of-color listings together
for patrons who are searching for ancestors that meet this criteria. I
don't see this box on Ancestry Library Edition today. Is it only on the
individual subscription pages? Is it not yet launched? Is there some
kind of separate African American Ancestry Edition?

Shawna Woodard

Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery County high
school and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to our
collection gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080229/
c09c4550/attachment.html
From Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org Fri Feb 29 17:00:19 2008
From: Susan.Scouras at wvculture.org (Susan Scouras)
Date: Fri Feb 29 16:56:46 2008
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library Edition
Message-ID: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC06690287191D@mail.wvculture.local>
"Page tools" on Ancestry Library Edition only offers a "Printer
friendly" link.
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Brannan,
Joyce A.
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 4:48 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library
Edition

I'm not sure if the private subscription works differently than
the library edition, but when I click on a name in the census results
list, a "page tools" box is on the right that has a link for comments
and corrections.

Joyce Adams Brannan
Technical Services Librarian

Julia Tutwiler Library, Station 12
University of West Alabama
(205) 652-3677
jbrannan@uwa.edu

_____
From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Susan
Scouras
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:23 PM
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists
Subject: RE: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library
Edition

I used to submit a lot of corrections to Ancestry through
Ancestry Library Edition, but the dialog box for an e-mail is no longer
there. There used to be a link in the upper righthand corner that said
"Having trouble with this image?" or something similar. Clicking on
that image would give a box where you could enter your e-mail address
and send a description of the error. Now there is a "Help" link that
does not lead to any way of reporting an error that I can find. I find
this very frustrating. I now have to keep track of transcription errors
and record them for future reference so that I or the patron that I am
helping will know how to find the record again without all the extra
searching I had to do the first time. Usually I print off the
individual's summary page that shows the spelling by which the name was
indexed and staple it to the printout of the census page (or other
record) for future reference.

I haven't had time to call up our rep and ask about this.
Ancestry employees have contributed to the list in the past, so I would
appreciate it if someone would comment on this situation.

Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV

25305-0300

(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
[mailto:genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Shawna
Woodard
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 10:19 AM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] reporting errors on Ancestry Library
Edition
I have two Ancestry questions:

I would like to report an error to the Ancestry people.
Our library has Ancestry Library Edition.
A previous post to this list said to go to help, then
enter the word "error" and it would bring up a screen to report errors.
Ancestry must have changed something, because today
there appears to only be 15 answers available to choose from, which
don't include the word "error" or "correction" and I did not find
another reporting error screen.

Also, a patron reported that now people can click on a
box when searching the censuses that lumps all the
black/mulatto/colored/African-American/people-of-color listings together
for patrons who are searching for ancestors that meet this criteria. I
don't see this box on Ancestry Library Edition today. Is it only on the
individual subscription pages? Is it not yet launched? Is there some
kind of separate African American Ancestry Edition?

Shawna Woodard
Genealogy Librarian
Dayton Metro Library
215 E. Third St.
Dayton, OH 45402
(937) 496-8653
Donations of compiled family histories, Montgomery
County high school and college yearbooks, and money to add materials to
our collection gladly accepted.

-------------- next part -------------An HTML attachment was scrubbed...
URL: http://mailman.acomp.usf.edu/pipermail/genealib/attachments/20080229/
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From mrarchive at aol.com Fri Feb 29 22:51:22 2008
From: mrarchive at aol.com (mrarchive@aol.com)
Date: Fri Feb 29 22:51:55 2008
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues
In-Reply-To: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
References: <3C3AAA3A260F8B42B08D24D1CAEC0669036EFCCA@mail.wvculture.local>
Message-ID: <8CA4966A64520E3-5C8-2C44@webmail-stg-d05.sysops.aol.com>
GOOD GOD ...REWRITING HISTORY? LEAVE IT LAY WHERE IT WAS FLANG..? FORNICATING WITH
THE INDIANS WAS THE FIRST REFERENCE TO ONE NOBLE AMERICAN FAMILY HISTORY PLACING
THEM I THE EARLY COLONY? SHOULD WE BE CENSURING THE WRITTEN WORD OF ANOTHER ..
THINK NOT?? THOUGH QUEEN VICTORIA WAS DEAD OR DOES HSE LIVE IN OUR HEARTS, MONDS
AND OUR CENSORSHIP ??
CATALOGUE THE BOOK AND LET THE AUTHOR TAKE THE HEAT OF HIS OR HER PEN!!!
STS
-----Original Message----From: Susan Scouras <Susan.Scouras@wvculture.org>
To: Librarians Serving Genealogists <genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu>
Sent: Fri, 29 Feb 2008 4:01 pm
Subject: RE: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues

Generally this is not a problem, but I advise at least flipping through the book
and looking over any personal reminiscences.? We had a manuscript (self-published
on a desktop computer) donated last year that was an excellent straightforward
family history at first glance, with an appended section of memoirs written by the
author's father, a retired physician.??I sent the unbound manuscript off to the
bindery, then looked at it more in depth while cataloging, checking for possible
local history or physican-related subject headings to add.? I discovered that the
physican had not thought too highly of some of his colleagues, nor of at least one
local hospital (still in business), and said so quite plainly, even describing some
specific practices and cases of which he did not approve.? He also made quite
hurtful observations about his own relatives, including his children (still living
and none past middle age), such as descriptions of alcoholism, intelligence level,
failure to meet the writer's expectations, character flaws, etc.--all written about
very dispassionately.?
?
We consulted with the donor, who agreed we could separate?the family history
narrative from?the father's?memoirs and withhold the memoirs from the public.? The
author's lack of concern over this was telling in itself, and the author didn't
want the memoir pages returned?for re-donation in the future.? Reluctant to just
trash the memoir, which had a lot of good local history in it, as well as useful
descriptions of a medical practice over the years, we?placed it in a restricted
collection with some doctors' birth record notebooks?we acquired that must be
withheld for 50 years.?
?
We had discussions about censorship, etc., but felt many of the statements made
violated the privacy of living individuals, and the medical comments were

potentially libelous.? We have a few family history notebook collections or
manuscripts?that were donated with agreed upon release dates, or with?the request
that we place them in our closed stacks so that only someone specifically looking
for that family will ask for it and no one will be browsing it in the public
reading room, but this was the first time--and I hope the last--that we?chose to
restrict something from public access based on our own concerns.
?
Susan Scouras
Librarian
WV Archives and History Library
The Cultural Center
1900 Kanawha Blvd. East
Charleston, WV? 25305-0300
(304) 558-0230, Ext. 742
?

-----Original Message----From: genealib-bounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu [mailto:genealibbounces@mailman.acomp.usf.edu] On Behalf Of Taggart, Linda
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008 3:17 PM
To: genealib@mailman.acomp.usf.edu
Subject: [Genealib] Family history donation and privacy issues

A patron has offered us a copy of his wife?s family history, which he researched.
It would fit into our collection nicely. However, some of the family members listed
are still living, so I?m a little nervous about privacy issues. Can anyone point me
in the direction of some good resources on this topic, or let me know how you?ve
handled it?
?
Thanks!
?
Linda Taggart
Reference Librarian
Nashua Public Library
Nashua, NH
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